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Preface to The Sesquicentennial History of the
Unitarian Society of Northampton and

Florence, 1825-1975

This volume—commissioned by the Board of Trustees of

the Unitarian Society of Northampton and Florence in mid-1973

to be completed in time for the February, 1975, sesquicenten-

nial celebration of that society—is the fruit of two stammers

of research by the author in the church archives, in the li-

brary of the Northampton Historical Society, in the records of

the Forbes Library, in the archives of the Unitarian Univer-

salist Association in Boston, and in the records of the City

of Northampton. I have relied on primary works wherever

possible, have checked points of fact with responsible mem-

bers of the parent societies whenever puzzled, and have used

secondary works only when no other records were available.

Nevertheless, Charles A. Sheffeld's able The History of

Florence, Massachusetts, was a godsend for chapter 2 and

chapter 3, as was Alice Eaton McBee's From Utopia to Florence

for chapter 2.

Oral memoirs of great moments in the life of the

Florence church were contributed by Mrs. Ruth Cotton, wife of

the late Rev. Edward H. Cotton, the last long-term minister

of that society, and Edward H, Cotton, Jr., her son, still an

active member of the present church, Wilfred Learned, Sr.,

and his late wife, Eva, were able to give me books, past
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histories of the Florence church, and very lucid accounts of

the ministers as far bacK as the Rev. Alfred Free. To

Wilfred Learned, that grand old Unitarian, this study owes an

incalculable debt for his kindness, his willingness to be of

service whenever a fact needed checking, and the spirit of

friendship that seems to emanate from him whenever he is

representing our denomination.

To John Alexander FarmaKis, the present minister of the

combined churches, the author owes much for his unearthing of

more musty records than either of us ever imagined possible

at the beginning of this project, Mr, Farmakis1 tactful, wise

suggestions as to where to find information temporarily

hidden from my grasp resulted in the discovery of several

heretofore undisclosed facts about the two parent societies.

Because the Board of Trustees felt that the history of

the combined societies was less important than the stories of

the Second Congregational Society of Northampton and the Free

Congregational Society of Florence up to the time of the

merger at the conclusion of World War II, and because more

time will be required to study the achievements of the

ministries of Nathaniel P. Lauriat, Herbert Hitchen, David W.

Brown, and John A, Farmakis, we have not pushed this History

beyond Eugene A. Luening's time (1950),

In conclusion, let me thank the friendly readers of the

manuscript—Elizabeth Hatch, John A. Farmakis, Priscilla

Dolloff, and the Edward H. Cotton, Jr. family—for their

valuable suggestions as to both fact and style. This has
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been for me a fascinating undertaking, one which I hope will

be of general interest to those concerned not only with the

parent societies but also to my successors who may delve into

the history of the combined church after 1950,

Westhampton, Massachusetts
December 26, 1974 Edward M. Lawton, Jr.

P.S. As this book goes to press, the author wishes to

add his thanks to those already singled out for their help)

Mrs. Ruth Cotton for her kind suggestions on the Free Congre-

gational Societyfs story, Sally Lawton for her considerable

help in the artistic aspects of producing this volume, Nancy

Kemper for her patient, valuable criticism of the manuscript,

and Marshall Schalk for his tireless work in arranging for the

printing and for his inestimable labors in doing all the

photographic work for this historical endeavor.



Chapter One

The Foundation of Religious Liberalism
in Northampton

Northampton in 1824 was not greatly different in many

ways from the same town of a century before, in the youth of

Jonathan Edwards, except that the population was much larger

at the beginning of the nineteenth than it was in the

eighteenth century. One thing in particular the Northampton

of 1824 had in common with its earlier model, however, and

that was the dominant position still held by the single

religious group in town, the First Congregational Church,

with its large, newly-constructed house of worship on lower

Main Street near what is now the Hampshire County Courthouse.

To this imposing wooden edifice, with its more than eighty

rows of pews and gallery around three sides, most residents

dutifully walked or drove when the bell rang out its call to

divine worship on Sunday morning. There, fifty-two Sundays a

year, the Rev. Solomon Williams, a kindly old-line Calvinist,

attempted, with strength often sapped by the ills of old-age,

to teach his huge parish of 1,500 souls the principles and

practice of the Congregational denomination.

Altina wilson, "The Beginnings of Unitarianism in
Northampton," Monograph written by Mrs. Wilson while a stu-
dent at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, in 1972,
p. 3.
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Mr. Williams' church and ministry, like that of

Jonathan Edwards, who had done so much to increase the size

of this same First Congregational Church, were supported by a

tax levied on each household in the township by the town

meeting each year. All went well until an increasing number

of professional and well-educated businessmen came to

Northampton to live and work after the War of 1812.

Knowing that failure to contribute to the established

2
church meant loss of political privileges, these profes-

sional and mercantile men and their wives nevertheless chafed

under the harsh Calvinist doctrines and rigid interpretations

of the Bible and longed for a more humane and rational reli-

gion. Their first move in the direction of religious liberty

appears to have come in the town meeting of December 11,

1810, when Judge Joseph Lyman and others introduced a motion

to organize a separate parish from the First Congregational

Church but were easily beaten in the subsequent vote. How-

ever, this overt attempt to challenge the unity of church and

state in Northampton must have frightened the usually secure

Federalist-Congrogationalists, who regarded with absolute

loathing the shaking of the established order in the Eastern

seaboard counties by the Jeffersonian Republicans, many of

whom were also religious liberals.

Joseph Lyman, dean of the Northampton bar, was a

middle-aged widower who married an attractive, well-read

Ibid., p. 2.
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Milton girl young enough to be his daughter just after he

launched his first campaign to break away from the First

Congregational Church. Anne Jean Robbins, his bride, was a

Unitarian by birth and conviction, as her father, the able

Rev. Edward Hutchinson Robbins of the Milton Congregational

Church, was a colleague and promoter of the ideas of Rev,

William Ellery Charming of the Federal Street Church

(Unitarian) of Boston, So advanced were Anne Lyman's reli-

gious ideas that she incited her more conservative husband to

act in 1824.3

Judge Joseph Lyman, who was often elected Town

Moderator to preside over town meetings, was so chosen in the

epic conclave of February 4, 1824, This honor did not deter

the able Judge from recognizing a liberal spokesman at that

meeting, and the latter quickly introduced the following:

Whereas it is well known that there are many mem-
bers of this society whose religious sentiments
differ from those of their present pastor, but who
are desirous to preserve the spirit of unity in
the bonds of peace - and are willing to concur in
the settlement of a colleague whose religious
sentiments are different from their own - There-
fore, votes unanimously that this society [is]
willing that the Colleagues who may be settled
with us in pursuance of the vote passed in
November last should exchange with, or invite to
preach in the Desk, any pious Clergyman of any
denomination of Christians.4

3
Mrs. Anne J. Lyman's independent turn of mind is per-

haps best illustrated by her refusal to eat with pewter table
utensils at her boarding school in Boston while she owned her
own silver service. She carried a silver place setting in
her pockets so that she could eat with the better metal
utensils while in the school dining room, according to Altina
Wilson's monograph already cited, p. 6.

Northampton Town Meeting Records, Vol. IV, 1801-1827.
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This resolution was passed easily and shown to the young man

being hired to take over the preaching and most of the parish

worK for the superannuated Mr. Williams, who remained a

pensioner of the town for the remaining year of his life.

The Rev. Mark Tucker, a young, unabashedly Calvinist

minister from Connecticut, was then shown the above terms and

agreed, rather lamely, to accept the Pulpit Committee's terms

as follows: "... although Mr, Tucker would prefer being

settled on the usual terms adopted in this part of the coun-

try, as respects the tenure of his ministerial office—yet

that he was willing, in case he could be agreeably discharged

by the Presbytery under whose jurisdiction he now is, from

his connection with the church and Society on [sic]

Stillwater, to settle during his own pleasure in the

town . . ,"5

Meanwhile, bitter letters, on the need to exchange the

local pulpit with others were carried on between the Rev.

Mark Tucker and members of the liberal group. Much of the

heated but coldly polite argument concerned whether Mr.

Tucker had or had not falsely represented his true feelings

and intent before he was offered the post. By both his

seemingly cordial answers to oral question by several liberals

on the subject of pulpit exchanges and invitations to liberals

to speak in the Northampton pulpit and by his encouraging

manner in these meetings, he had deceived the liberals.

5Ibid., p. 470.
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Certainly several of his answers to direct questions made at

the time he was only a candidate were misleading, if his

later protestations of innocence and his actual failure even
/~

to exchange pulpits with non-Calvinists meant anything.

As this series of letters back and forth between Judge

Joseph Lyman and the Rev. Tucker continued throughout May,

1824, the failure of Mr. Tucker to answer pointed questions

became a virtual admission of his unwillingness to discuss

his subsequent behavior in the light of his presettlement

promises, and as the brilliant judge proceeded to expose the

weaknesses of the young clergyman's replies, the tone of the

latter's replies became abrupt and less friendly. In his

brilliant conclusion to his final letter, Judge Lyman said:

Wherever there is charity and good feeling
between ministers and the members of different
religious societies, together with a regard to
the ordinances and obedience to the laws of
religion, there is manifested the spirit of
Christ and the power of the gospel; but wherever
there is arrogance and spiritual pride, wherever
religion is made a matter of form, wherever the
different sects regard each other with aversion
or contempt, and wherever clergymen of one
denomination fold their garments about them, and
stand aloof in surprising dignity and infalli-
bility from the clergymen of another, there is a
spirit which Christianity condemns—whether it
be at Boston, New York, Philadelphia or Baltimore

For a thorough airing of all these claims and counter-
claims and a brilliant rebuttal to all of Tucker's evasive
and poorly-argued explanations of his inaction see A State-
ment of Fact in Relation to the Call and Installation of the
Reverend Mark Tucker Over the Society in Northampton,
Together with his Correspondence on the Subject of Exchanges,
Northampton, Mass., 1824. See pp. 15-26.



and we would say it with equal boldness to a
Unitarian minister, a Methodist lay-preacher, a
Presbyterian clergyman, a Catholic priest or a
mitred bishop.

Yours respectfully
Rev, Mark Tucker Joseph Lyman,'

By the November 1, 1824, town meeting, the failure of

the Rev. Mark Tucker to invite a Christian clergyman from

another denomination to occupy the pulpit became a hot issue

and was injected into the meeting and argued intensely for

many hours. The First Congregational Church regulars, led by

Messrs. Lewis Strong and F. H. Wright repeatedly stalled,

tried to have the issue postponed indefinitely, and settled

for the following ambiguous language: "Voted that though

this society are entirely willing that the colleague Pastor

should exchange with, or invite to preach in the desk any

pious Clergyman of any denomination of Christians, they have

nevertheless no desire to limit or control the full discre-

tion heretofore given him by the society, by their vote upon
o

that subject."

At the February 21, 1825, town meeting the issue of

separation of the First Congregational Church into two groups

was again broached by Judge Samuel Hinckley, a friend and

fellow Unitarian of Joseph Lyman's, who based his argument

for the resolution.

1» The increase of population since the new First

Congregational meetinghouse was erected (1811-1812) made such

Ibid*, pp. 25-26.

8Ibid., p. 505.
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a division desirable.

2. "Circumstances have occurred since the settlement

of a Colleague Pastor which induce many members of this town

to form themselves into a new society for religious
9

worship." This was voted down.

The right of the disaffected to form a new society and

have their taxes rebated in the proportion that their number

bore to the total paid by all taxpayers was asserted by

Mr. Hinckley. This was voted down by the majority at the

meeting. Then Mr. Benjamin Southwick suggested that a motion

be passed, "giving the disaffected the use of the meeting-

house six Sabbaths in the year," This, too, was turned

down by the town meeting.

Another attempt to postpone indefinitely the vote on

this matter failed; Thomas Shepherd, Esquire, another Unitar-

ian, then submitted a resolution to choose a committee to ask

the Rev. Tucker to resign, but this was also killed by the

majority. The climax of this issue was reached when Mr,

Lewis Strong, local strong man and town leader of the

Federalists, presented an article as followsi "(this article)

9Ibid,, p. 508.

Ibid,, p. 508, A careful rereading of this document
showed the author that a statement made by the late Rev.
Henry Goodwin Smith on page 2 in his Historical Address on
the occasion of the celebration of the 100th Anniversary of
the Second Congregational Society that the town attempted to
conciliate the small band of Unitarians by granting them the
right to have liberal clergymen take the Second Congregation-
al desk six Sabbaths per year was erroneous. No such con-
tract was ever made, and the Colleague Pastor was to allow a
liberal minister to preach occasionally.
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affecting the character of the Rev. Mr. Tucker or his rela-

tions to this society be proposed for insertion in any future

warrant, the selectmen be instructed and they are hereby in-

structed to insert them, if at all, in a distinct warrant to

be issued for that purpose. The meeting was then dis-

solved." In short, Tucker could not again be discussed,

unless Lewis Strong allowed it.

Seeing their every legal maneuver flouted by the will

of the majority, the twenty or so liberals arranged to meet

the next day, February 22, 1825 in the little Old Meeting-

house to draw up articles of membership in a liberal religious

society to be known as the Second Congregational Society.

Besides Judges Joseph Lyman, Samuel Howe (Lyman's brother-in-

law) , and Samuel Hinckley, who together were fast building

the most flourishing law practices in town, there were the

wealthy Shepherd brothers, Thomas and William, woolen mill

owners in Leeds who had the colossal effrontery to start a

unit of the Republican (Jeffersonian) Party in hitherto—

solely—Federalist Northampton! Attorney Charles E. Forbes,

successful barrister and later principal donor of the present

City Library; Christopher Clarke and his son, Samuel, sub-

stantial merchants; and George Bancroft, co-founder of the

avant-garde Round Hill School for boys. Most of these men

were married and took their wives to this meeting to sign the

12membership list to a total of about fifty.

i:LIbid., pp. 508-509.

12Wilson, op. crt., pp. 5-6.
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Not to be denied the right to hear liberal preaching as

long as they did nothing to change the clever plan of the

First Congregational Church, the Unitarians of Northampton

drove in good weather the eighteen miles over rocky roads to

Deerfield to listen to the Rev. Samuel Willard's sermons in

the Unitarian Chapel there, but with the onset of very cold

snowy weather, these hegiras ceased,

Then, too, some attended an occasional service in

Northampton conducted by the Rev. Mr, Peabody of the Unitar-

ian Church in Springfield, while in bad weather in January,

1825, a young Harvard Divinity School graduate, the Rev.

Edward Brooks Hall, conducted services in the old Town Hall

north on Main Street from the First Congregational Church in

Northampton. " Edward B. Hall was seeking his first perma-

nent pastorate, and the people around Judges Joseph Lyman arid

Samuel Howe needed a minister. When, in the town meeting of

February 21, 1825, the liberals proposed once more a division

of the First Congregation's parish according to property,

thus releasing tax money paid to the town by liberals for

support of their1 own separate church, the majority of the

orthodox, led by Lewis Strong, again defeated them with ease.

Therefore, the Rev. Hall was called as minister the next day

as the little band of liberals met to organize their church,

tax money refunded or not.

According to the formal statement made in their Church

13Smith, op. cit., p. 12.
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Record Book, the Second Congregational Society of Northampton

was organized as a religious society "for the purposes of

Christian Worship and for the support of a teacher of piety,

morality and religion," The Society was to be chosen for a

one-year term by the whole Society membership in a way to be

agreed on by the whole group. The clerk was to act as both

presiding officer and keeper of records of all the Society's

proceedings; once a moderator was chosen, presumably the

14clerk would serve only the minutes-taking function.

The first ten names on the membership roll werei

Samuel Hinckley Samuel Howe
Joseph Lyman Ebenezer Hunt
Josiah White Charles E. Forbes
Christopher Clarke William Shepherd
Thomas Shepherd David Edwards

Other distinguished names of those admitted soon after

the February 22, 1825 organizing meeting were*

A. S. Bugbee Stephen D. Brewer
William C. Prentiss David Hunt
John H. Ashmun N. M, Hentz
George Ashmun Azariah Clapp
Ansel Wright David H. Felton
Elias Mann George Bancroft
Whiting Street Samuel Whitmarsh
Nathan Dikeman

To aid the already-busy clerk, Charles E. Forbes, Judge

Joseph Lyman, Esquire, was chosen Moderator at the

14This material on the organization of the Second Con-
gregational Society was gleaned largely from the valuable
Historical Address, published by that Society after it was
written and delivered by a former minister, Rev. Dr. Henry
Goodwin Smith, at the Society's 100th Anniversary celebration,
February 22, 1925. This is a pamphlet and the pages are
unnumbered, but self-counting by this writer shows that the
material above came from page 4,
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February 22, 1825 meeting. A three-man committee was also

chosen then and was made up of Judges Samuel Hinckley and

Samuel Howe, together with Mr. Christopher Clarke. This

committee contracted with Mr. Hall to preach six months after

"his present contract as a candidate for settlement" expired

and to draft and circulate a subscription paper for the pur-

pose of raising a sum needed to accomplish this. A member-

ship committee composed of Messrs. Ebenezer Hunt, John H,

Ashmun, and Nathan Dikeman was created to sign certificates

of membership in the Society. Any three members could apply

to the clerk for a meeting of the Society, and such a gather-

ing, after due notice of one week in the Hampshire Gazette,

would be held.

It is interesting to note that, while the Society first

organized, under a general statute of 1811, on January 4,

1826, they later petitioned the Massachusetts Legislature for

a special Act of Incorporation. This Act being forthcoming

on February 28 of that same year, the Society reorganized

under this new law on July 20, 1826. Ninety-three days after

the February 22, 1825 founding of the Society the cornerstone

of the new Unitarian Church of the Second Congregational

Society was laid, on May 25, 1825. By a singular coincidence

this happened also to be the date of the founding of the

American Unitarian Association,

The new wooden-frame church building was raised on land

15Smith, op. cit., p. 5.
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formerly owned by the great Massachusetts Revolutionary War

patriot, John Hancock, and stood approximately where the

present red brick structure of the Society today stands.

This first building was begun with the laying of the corner-

stone and the deposit of a metal plate under the stone. This

plate referred to the Masonic rites performed at the corner-

stone-laying and contained the angelic promise from Luke 2,

14: "Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good-

will towards men."

At the cornerstone-laying the principal address was

given by Mr. Charles E, Forbes, Esquire, while the Hampshire

Gazette commented: "We learn that it is the simplicity,

boldness, and delicate proportions of the Greek architecture—

there will be only one row of windows—no gallery except on

the end opposite the pulpit—no tower or spire. The building

will be 50 feet wide and 75 feet long, and in addition a

portico of 10 feet, in front, supported by four Doric

pillars."17

On the following December 7th (1825) this all-wood

frame edifice was dedicated amongst pomp and pageantry. The

Hampshire Gazette, June 1, 1825, p. 3,

I7lbid.
i p
Soon after the framework was reared, an early summer

storm blew down the first few weeks* work; the orthodox re-
garded this as an evil omen—God's wrath at the impertinence
of the liberals for challenging His doctrines—but the damage
was soon repaired, and the resulting structure stood through
storm and stress for nearly seventy-eight years, until fire
destroyed it in June, 1903. See Smith, op. cit., p. 16,
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first pastor, Mr. Hall, gave the invocation, followed by the

Greenfield minister, the Rev, Mr. Bailey's prayer of con-

secration. The Rev. Henry Ware, Jr., of Boston, at the

Society's request came to deliver the chief address, which a

listener described as "interesting and eloquent," for it con-

tained the reasons for erecting this shrine and the purposes

of worship and teaching to which it was to be devoted. Much

commented on were the simple GreeK lines of the new building,

whose four large Doric pillars supported an open porch in

front, which was crowned by an unornamented pediment and a

plain wood-shingled roof. The interior had no side galleries,

no dome, and neither ostentatious wood nor plaster work on

the roof or walls. A critic added approvinglyi "All super-

fluous ornament has been carefully avoided, and the effect

thus produced is for pleasanter than would have been gained

by any costly display. The whole does much credit to the

taste and fidelity of the architect, Mr. Sanborn of

Springfield,"19

The Rev, Professor Henry Ware, Jr., of Harvard College,

again preached the sermon at the ordination of the Second

Congregational Society's first pastor, on August 17, 1826.

Mr, Hall had been a devoted pupil of Ware's at Harvard, The

installation team was an all-Unitarian one, with the noted

Pioneer Valley liberal, the Rev. Samuel Willard of Deerfield,

giving the charge and Mr, Bailey of Greenfield giving the

19Hampshire Gazette, Dec. 14, 1825, p. 3,
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shorter address to the Society* Other Boston divines aided

in minor ways. A large crowd assembled to see and hear these

solemn events, and so a new era began in the religious his-

tory of Northampton.

Forty independent-thinking men and women, determined to

obtain the right to hear liberal doctrines preached occasion-

ally on Sunday from the pulpit, had tried to secure that

right by compromise with their orthodox-brethren in the First

Congregational Church, When the tiny minority saw their

reasonable offer of sharing the pulpit occasionally with the

conservative disregarded by both Mr, Tucker and the great

majority of the First Church membership, the former sought,

by every peaceful means of persuasion they knew, to sway the

latter toward keeping their word on the infrequent sharing of

the desk during worship services. The ignoring of their

entreaties and arguments over a period of half a year led the

Unitarians of the First Congregational Church to attend

neighboring Unitarian Churches or to have Unitarian ministers

come to lead them in the Old Meetinghouse. Finally, when it

was clear that Lewis Strong and his cabal in the Northampton

town meeting were unwilling even to allow discussion of Mr.

Tucker's failure to keep his word, the Unitarians separated

themselves from the First Congregational Church and formed

the Second Congregational Society (Unitarian), built an

adequate new church building, and called a very able twenty-

four year old minister, the Rev. Edward Brooks Hall. Mr. Hall

stayed only four years, but by the time he left for larger
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fields to conquer, he had a firmly planted larger group of

dedicated Unitarians than he found in February, 1825. And so

the parochial majority had been unable to contain the chal-

lenge of their more broad-minded townsmen. The first crack

in the armor of doctrinal and ecclesiastical unity was soon

2i
followed by other defections.

20
Mr. Hall became a great Unitarian spokesman, both as

an editor and as President of the American Unitarian
Association.

21Four other churches were soon formed by defectors
from the established church—Baptist, Methodist, Episcopal,
and the Edwards Congregational Churches—and all within a
dozen years after 1825.



Chapter Two

The Second Congregational Society's Second
Generation, 1850-1891

Unfortunately there are almost no records extant of the

progress of the Second Congregation Society of Northampton

from the end of the first minister's tenure, 1829, till the

pastorate of the Rev. Rufus Ellis, 1843-1853. A remarkable

letter, sent by Dr. Ellis, then (February 22, 1875) minister

of Boston's First Church, was printed in its entirety by The

Hampshire Gazette of Tuesday, March 2, 1875, as part of its

extensive coverage of the gala semi-centennial celebration of

the Second Congregational Society. In this letter Dr. Ellis

reminisced at length about the great cordiality of almost

everyone he met, even that of the recently displaced minister,

Mr, John S. Dwight, who remained in town for some time and

attended service with his former congregation every Sunday,

Dwight, who had lasted only a few months over a year (March,

1840-July, 1841), was a Transcendentalist and had so declared

publicly before he was called to the Northampton church.

Though, according to one fair-minded observer, Dwight1s

sermons were always fine, since he carefully selected "topics

Letter of Mrs. Anne Jean Lyman to Mrs. Abby Greene,
January 4, 1842, found in Susan I. Lesley, Recollections of
My Mother—Mrs. Anne Jean Lyman of Northampton, Boston, 1899,
p. 425.
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on which all Christians agree and never brought up disputed

2points," one faction of his congregation apparently disliked

his views on Christ and on certain other doctrinal eccentric-

ities. This potent faction worked to undermine him, and

3
eventually he was "thrust out," perhaps quite unfairly, by

an intolerant group of word-mincers. Despite the feeling

against him, Dwight was not hateful and was always pleasant

toward Ellis,

It was evident to Ellis, as he entered on his tenure in

Northampton, that he must avoid any such split. Mrs, Anne

4
Jean Lyman, a highly-trained and fair judge of ministers,

said: "Mr, Rufus (Ellis) is a man with a great deal of feel-

ing, and a high sense of duty, and greatly interested in the

results of his labors." By enlisting the aid of Judge

Joseph Lyman and his charming wife, Anne, Judge S, F. Lyman,

Charles E. Forbes, Winthrop Hillyer, and John Fowle—leading

members of the parish—on his side, Ellis was able to apply

the brakes to the dissension over Transcendentalism and get
c.

the congregation back to normal again.

2Ibid., p. 426.

3Ibid.
4
Her father, Rev. Edward Hutchinson Robbins, of the

Milton Unitarian church, was a friend of Channing, and Mrs.
Lyman, as a girl, had heard the great issues of Unitarian vs.
Orthodox Puritan theology threshed out in detail.

Lesley (editor), op. cit., p. 436.

Article in The Hampshire Gazette, Tues., March 2,
1875, p. 2.
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Ellis found it pleasant to take the ferry across the

Connecticut to Hadley, where several good parish members

lived. Many days of his pastorate were spent there, talking

to his fellow-Unitarians. He often felt that it would have

been nearly impossible to stand his own pedantic, at first

stiff and dry sermons Sunday after Sunday, yet the people did

so. "We had a respectable little gathering, quality excel-

lent, quantity leaving something to be desired. Somehow the

aisles were never crowded, nor the pews, and the same might

be said of all my ten years, except a little flowing in of a

Christmas eve. Indeed, there was always too much unoccupied

room, and when, with a view, I always supposed, of hiding the

emptiness, the organ was for a time brought down into the

body of the church, • * * the gallery looked so empty that

the instrument was soon moved back again."

Ellis went on to say that his salary was $600 a year,

without room and board. The Sunday afternoon meetings were

very poorly attended, yet he composed talks faithfully. Some

years he conducted Sunday afternoon services only, as his

mornings were occupied with tutoring Harvard students to

supplement his tiny salary, which was exactly the same as

that received thirty years before by the first minister of

the church, Edward B, Hall. Yet he persevered, and the

Society installed lamps for an occasional evening service.

He left "about as many in the church as I found, and went

7Ibid.
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away* not because it was tired of me, but because I was tired

of teaching, and my salary, which had been raised after six

years, I think, to $800, was still an insufficient support.

I was very sorry to go away. My interest in the church, in

the schools, in the people generally, was deep and genuine.

I had far more success than I deserved. I had been allowed

in somewhat exciting times, the days of Free Soil and

Fugitive Slave bills, to free my mind upon these topics." He

ended by saying that his parishioners had been a pleasant

group with whom to deal through the ten years of his term,

and he blamed himself for not inspiring his people. ". . . w<
o

all want, not less knowledge but more inspiration," he

concluded.

It is interesting to note that, though he may not have

inspired the people of Northampton, Rufus Ellis developed,

within ten years of his leaving, to the point that he was

chosen minister of one of the denomination's most powerful

congregations, that of the First Church Unitarian in Boston.

There he stood stoutly against the Rev. Theodore Parker,

Unitarianism's most prodigious weapon against slavery.

Another former Northampton Unitarian preacher (1832-1837) who

became prominent in other stations later was Rev. Dr. Oliver

Stearns, who became head of Meadville Theological Seminary

(1856-1863) and then, in succession, Parkman Professor of

Theology, and Dean of the Divinity Faculty at Harvard.

8Ibid.
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Stearns, too, opposed Theodore Parker's all-out attack on
g

slavery.

Those who have seen the missing records of the first

half century of the Second Congregational Societyfs business

meetings have recorded the lack of expansion in numbers, the

method of support being the renting out of pews to the fami-

lies of the faithful at an annual rate, and the consequent

inability to raise enough to offer any but adventurous

younger men or older veterans willing to settle for less in

return for doing less work.1 Most able Unitarian ministers

doubtless regarded the Northampton church as a rather rural

backwater, a place to stagnate intellectually and be for-

gotten by the people who mattered at the Hub of the Universe,

Boston.11

It was not until the pastorate of the Rev. Charles B.

Ferry, who served the Northampton church from June, 1874-June,

1882, that anything worthy of comment next occurred. Charles

Ferry had served three previous Unitarian pastorates before

coming to Northampton, ranging from Kalamazoo, Michigan to

Peterboro and Manchester, New Hampshire. He was the host

minister at the time of the Northampton church's

g
From an article, "The History of Unitarianism in

Northampton from 1824-1954f" Part I, in The Daily Hampshire
Gazette, Wed., Dec. 1, 1954.

1 This is hinted at both in Rev. Rufus Ellis' letter
referred to in footnote 6 above and, in part, corroborated by
Rev, Nathaniel P. Lauriat's article cited above.

Lauriat states this slightly differently but agrees
with its spirit; read his article cited in footnote 9 above.
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semi-centennial celebration; actually this event was held on

Sunday, February 28, 1875, six days after the actual fiftieth

anniversary. Many floral decorations made the sanctuary

spring-like. On either side of the pulpit were the dates

1825 and 1875; between these on the wall was a large, flower-

framed motto from the Rev. Dan Huntirigton's famous first ser-

mon to the pioneer founders in 1825i "Fear not, little

flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the

kingdom." Present were many former members then living in

Springfield.

After the usual appropriate hymn (sung to the tune of

Dundee), Mr. Ferry gave a suitably detailed taut not boring

historical sketch of the church, using the same text as that

used by Rev, Dr. Henry Ware of Boston at the dedication of

the Second Congregational Society's new building fifty years

before. Really, not much of any importance was contained in

this address. There was neither a measurement of the growth

of the Society nor a discussion of the gradual change in

Unitarian doctrine and philosophy exhibited by the types of

sermons preached through the decades. Only two of the

original members were then living in Northampton, Judge

Samuel F. Lyman and Major William Parsons, aged seventy-five

12and eighty-two respectively.

An interesting sequel to this is that, after what was

apparently a long-drawn-out struggle with some of his

1 2 . . .
From the article "Unitarian Church and Society,

Fiftieth Anniversary of Its Organization" in The Hampshire
Gazette, Tues., March 2, 1875, p. 2.
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parishioners, Ferry resigned on April 10, 1882. At a special

meeting the next day a bare majority, 17-16, voted to have

him withdraw his resignation; at a second meeting later the

13congregation voted to offer him $1,300 for the next year.

He persevered in his intent and left, however, never serving
14another parish. He died in 1890.

Perhaps the Rev. Charles B. Ferryfs "Charge to the

People" at Mr. St. John's ordination and installation on

November 6, 1883, was the decisive word that melted the

hearts of his only-recently-abandoned parish. Said Ferry at

that time:

I trust that you will let him (St. John) do for
you what he wants to. No minister, I have
learned, can do what he wants if his people will
not let him. Sometimes an estrangement arises
that is voluntary. Even Jesus could not do much
for certain people, on account of their narrow
prejudices, A minister can be treated as
coldly—spiritually speaking—as anyone else,
and feel it as keenly, A barrier sometimes
arises that he cannot holp. When you want to
get rid of your minister, do it in an open, frank
honorable way: do not absent yourself from
church attendance to wait on inclination is a
vicious habit. A minister must be expected to be
unequal to his sermons, if he is a man and not a
machine. Try to know the inward man before you
judge of his past performances. You cannot know
a man till you know his highest ideals and to
this end a minister must be lived with. In
every congregation there are listeners and
listeners* Some hear between the words and hear
more than was said, , , , pay your minister the

13Incidentally, the whole cost of running the Society
was set at $1,480, everything included. See articlei
"Unitarian Parish Meeting, Resignation of Pastor" in the
Hampshire Gazette, Apr. 11, 1882, p, 2,

14See A.U.A. Archives, file on Rev, Charles B, Ferry.
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compliment of going to see him as often as he
comes into the pulpit. Do him the justice and
your church the justice of going whether you like
the minister or not . , ."1*

Sometimes having a change of leadership in the pulpit

is a good thing for both minister and congregation involved.

That proved to be true for the Kev. Charles Elliot St. John

and the Second Congregational Society of Northampton, which

called him to a moderately long but fruitful pastorate

(November, 1883-August, 1891). St. John was a Harvard

College man, 1879. He had gone West to work in a Colorado

lumber camp in 1879, had enjoyed the strenuous exertion of

that, and had then tried laboring in a gold mine there in

1880, Perhaps the wild waste of human and mineral resources

on the frontier caused him to turn to more permanent matters,

as he then entered the Harvard Divinity School, where he

acquired the degrees of B.D. and A.M. over a three-year

period, 1880-1883.

Fresh out of theological seminary, St. John was called

by Northampton in the fall of 1883. St. John was a ruggedly

handsome, fearless, energetic young fellow who vaulted into

the political and social life of the staid little town of

Northampton and called for reforms in their attitude toward

the poor in an increasingly industrial society. He was a

needed catalyst, and the church membership rolls reflected it

in an increased number of Unitarians every year he served.

15
From an article on the installation of Charles E.

St. John in The Hampshire Gazette, Nov. 6, 1883, p. 2.
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He found a discouraged little band of faithful church goers

in 1883; eight years later he left a larger, self-confident

group of liberal followers of a social gospel type of reli-

gion. St. John went on to the Pittsburgh Church, which he

built up, then became Secretary of the American Unitarian

Association from 1900-1908, and died at the age of sixty as

pastor of the First Church of Philadelphia in 1916.

Unfortunately, there is no record of the highly valued

nearly four-year-long ministry of the Rev, Richard A. Griffin

as minister, 1892-1895. These were years filled with trouble

in the nation, as they included the worst years of the lonrj

industrial depression of 1893-1896, with all the attendant

urban disturbances and human suffering. These were the years

of Cleveland's second term as President of the United States

of America, years replete with strikes for higher wages,

shorter hours, and union recognition by factory workers and,

on the other hand, the plight of harassed factory owners,

hemmed in by higher costs for labor and materials and by the

stockholders1 desire for a larger share of the net income of

those sane enterprises. It was the age when temperance,

women's rights, and anti-imperialism were much discussed in

churches.

We do Know that the Northampton church building had

been given some attention in the fall of 1885, that the organ

had been extensively repaired, and that the parlors behind

See A.U.A. Archives, folder of Charles Elliot St. John,
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the main auditorium had been redecorated at considerable

cost. This 30 by 35 foot parlor had been frescoed and

tinted, and a beautiful ceiling of yellows, bordered in

light blue, with a figure of oak leaves and a bright pink

flower, had been added. Sizeable Brussels carpets had been

laid on the floor, ready to be rolled up, if a dance were to

be held. The wainscotting was of oiled and varnished

natural color pine. This spacious room was heated by the

same furnace that heated the main auditorium. A second

parlor, used for smaller meetings, was heated by a separate

furnace, thus saving fuel money.

Below the parlors on the basement level was the dining

room, kitchen, china closet and pantry room, a ladies1 room
-| O

and furnace room. The Ladies* Sewing Society, which

attracted many of the ladies and older daughters of the

parish, had been of long duration and met regularly at the

church parlors to cut out and sew various articles to be sold

at special sales during the year, the net receipts to be

donated largely to the church or a worthy charity of the

members * choice.

All that was changed with the advent of the Rev, George

Croswell Cressey, Ph.D. and his well-informed, capable, and

energetic wife in 1896. Mrs. Cressey was instrumental in

forming the Northampton branch of the National Alliance of

17The Hampshire Gazette, Dec. 15, 1885.

18Ibid.
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Unitarian and other Liberal Christian Women on October 20,

1897, By December, 1897, the ladies of the Study Committee

were preparing to study Buddhism, in addition to reading

about national and state affairs of concern to women. One

19member read a paper on "Child Study" and another gave a

report on a book on "Personal Influence (of Women)," This

was quite a change for this group of sewing circle ladies,

but it would seem to have been a healthful one, since there

were twenty-five to thirty or more dues-paying members for

several years after 1896, and self-educational, charitable,

and humane works were all featured, along with suppers, teas,

and an occasional dance to which their husbands and other

male friends were invited. From their Christmas Fair the

Alliance in 1903 derived over $500, which was largely used in

decorating the new church parlor in the brick building being

20built to replace the one recently consumed by fire.

Rev, Dr. Cressey's tenure appears to have been a lively

one of five years, 1896-1901, with the women leading the way.

One can only guess as to the content of the learned

minister's sermons, since no record exists as to their scope

or depth; Mr. Cressey was in mid-career at Northampton, going

from there to Portland, Oregon? London, England? and then to
7i

smaller parishes in New England and Illinois. In 1899,

19 ,Records of Unitarian Women's Alliance, 1896-1912,
p. 5.

20Ibid., pp. 115-116.

21A.U.A. Archivesj file on Rev, George C. Cressey.
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Mr. Edward H. R. Lyman bequeathed the church $5,000 in his

will, although he had not, for decades, lived in Northampton.

Mr. Lyman, a wealthy resident of Brooklyn, New York, left an

estate of over $l,500,000j so he had many demands on his

estate. One news item at the time of Mr. Cressey's departure

described his sermons and public speeches to be among the

highest rank of all the men heard from the Second Congrega-

tional Society's pulpit since 1825. His writing, too, was

praised, and he apparently wished to take time off to finish

some literary endeavor. He had been granted the D.D, degree

22by Bowdoin, his alma mater, in 1899.

The last man to be installed as minister in the

original structure of the Second Congregational Society was

the Rev. Frederick Houston Kent, who served from 1901-1909.

Mr. Kent was a recent graduate of the Harvard Divinity

School. He was caught up in the reform movements that swept

through the intellectual class in the United States at the

turn of the century. He was apparently part of the

Progressive Movement of people like Governor Robert

LaFollette of Wisconsin, Upton Sinclair of California

Socialist fame, and Lincoln Steffens, muckraker extraor-

dinary,

Kent's stormy tenure was affected almost immediately by

the disastrous fire of June 7, 1903. This fire, which

apparently started in the late evening in the basement

22The Hampshire Gazette, May 20, 1901, p. 8.
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kitchen, spread slowly but inexorably through the kitchen

partitions up through the floor boards of the first floor

into the parlors1 walls and from there into the space between

the ceiling of the auditorium and its roof. The exceedingly

dry timbers of the roof offered tinder for the conflagration,

which could not be contained by the Northampton Fire Depart-

ment, even though they responded immediately to the call of

the policeman on the Main Street beat, who was alerted by a

Gas Company foreman, the discoverer of the blaze at 3 A.M.

Sunday morning, June 7. The four walls and porch of the

structure were all that were left standing by 6 A.M., and,

though many furniture items were saved, these were water-

soaked and often ruined. Fortunately, neither the Clarke

Library in Memorial Hall nor the Crafts house, which flanked

the burning church, were touched. Probably the slate roof of

the church prevented the fire from leaping out and enveloping
23everything within fifty yards on all sides.

The fire was not of incendiary origin but was possibly

the result of some careless smoker flicking a partially-

24burned match into a wood box near the kitchen stove. There

was no doubt that the remains of the building would have to

be torn down and a new one built approximately on the same

23The Hampshire Gazette, Mon., June 8, 1903, p. 1.
24
Ibid. This theory was the one most generally

accepted after the Fire Department had shown that there were
no evidences of an arsonist—oil-smeared rags, paper rolled
up and set near a wall or chimney, or explosives left near a
wooden timber support.
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site. Loss was estimated at over $15,000, while insurance

covered but $10,300 for everything—structure, organ, and

furnishings.

Though several offers to share other churches, the

Town Hall, and the YMCA were received that same day by

sympathetic fellow-townsmen, the parish rallied round the

stunned young Mr. Kent and proceeded to make plans within the
o/r

week to rebuild. There followed six months of planning by

a specially-elected Standing Committee, which produced a plan

to rebuild a bricK structure on the old foundations. The

new, bricK structure would cost about $23,000, while an organ

77
and furnishings would be an additional $4,500, By hiring

Mr, Guy Kirkham, a capable Springfield, Massachusetts,

architect to draw the plans and oversee the actual consider-

ation of bids, the Building Committee did a wise thing, since

RirKham forced the firms bidding to resubmit bids based on

somewhat scaled-down materials standards. By using parts of

the old stone foundation, by cutting down the size of some of

the frame steel girders and roof timbers (without weakening

at all the structural strength), and by specifying common red

bricks and white mortar, big savings were effected and the

?R
original cost of $23,000 for the structure was met. A new

25Ibid.

26Ibid., June 15, 1903, p. 3.

27
Ibid.

2ft
See correspondence of architect with Committee.
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pipe organ was purchased from J. W. Steere and Co. of Spring-

field and installed at a cost of $3,350. All sorts of

rebates and discounts were given the church by nearly every-

one from architect to plumbers, carpenters, plasterers, stone

masons, metal workers, and painters. Otherwise, the cost

would have greatly exceeded the $23,000 set for the building,

$3,500 for the organ, the organ case, and interior furnish-

ings. One suspects that there must have been a certain

amount allowed for this process in the final estimates. In

short, estimates were carefully padded so they could be re-

adjusted downwards later without cutting the expected profit

margin.

But the result of two years of planning and hard work

was the erection of the most fireproof church in the town of

Northampton. That it was, by far, the simplest church

edifice in town was apparent, as it kept the same clean,

plain rectangular lines which the older building had enjoyed.

Rather than having only four Doric pillars across the front

porch, the new structure featured six Corinthian wooden

columns across the porch. Again, there was an unornamented

pediment, but the plaster ceiling of the sanctuary was most

elaborately executed by a special ceiling designer—plasterer.

That ceiling remains, over seventy years later, a work of art

not easily duplicated. Elaborate but almost too large bronze

light fixtures were designed to illuminate the dais, while an

imposing wooden pulpit complete with a memorial plaque in the

name of the church's first settled minister, Edward Brooks
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Hall, took up the greater portion of the front of the

sanctuary. The walls of the sanctuary were painted a warm

red.

Not only was the town solicited for building funds

outright, but various church members gave important parts of

the new building. Mr. Thomas Munroe Shepherd, for example,

gave the striking stained glass window that graces the

sanctuary nearest the pulpit on the right. As Mr. Shepherd

said, in discussing this windowi

The main object of the whole effort is to inspire
Cheerful Service. Hence the title of the windows
is, "Serve the Lord with Gladness," and it is se-
lected from the One Hundredth Psalm as being an
admonition that it is broad enough, not only to
be accepted by all Unitarians, but by every sect
and creed. The kind of service illustrated is
that of instruction, guidance and protection of
the young which is another form of duty and
generosity.

Accordingly, the figure of the mother stands
flooded with a genial sunlight in the open field,
affectionately holding under one arm, her trust-
ing and attentive child while with the other, she
reverently and instructively points to the hills
beyond in acknowledgement of abundant evidence in
Nature of the Higher Divine Power and in demon-
stration of the auxiliary text, "I will lift up
mine eyes unto the hills, from whence cometh my
help."

The entire scene is enclosed on either side with
grapevines, symbolic of religious dependence,
grace, and fruitfulness, and which terminate in
a trellis overhead. The colors are mostly warm
greens purposely complimentary to the red walls
of the interior and intends to give a soft rest-
ful effect.

The window also serves as a loving memorial to
the donor's parents Henry arid Susan (Munroe)
Shepherd, they having been lifelong members of
the Unitarian Church and descendants of founders,
and also is in recognition of much cheerfulness
in their own lives.
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The landscape represents a section of the North-
ampton meadows and the eastern end of Mt. Holyoke
range and is selected because the locality was a
great favorite with the persons memorialized,
besides being a good example of one of Nature's
loveliest gifts to man.29

The walls of the new auditorium were tinted a nearly

brick red, while the handsome classical pilasters (engaged

columns) and pairs of actual free-standing columns at the

rear of the impressive dais were painted a semi-gloss white.

The specially designed wooden-and-moulded plaster organ

casing was also in white, while the ornamental (largely

false) organ pipes were gilded. The carpeting along aisles,

stairs and on the great dais floor was of heavy, long-wearing

warm red wool. The twin stairways and graceful balustrades

along these stairs framing the pulpit were specially designed

and lent a tasteful element to the noble interior that most

churches of that day did not enjoy.

The gallery ran only across the back of the auditorium,

holding an extra one hundred or so, if the need ever arose to

"pack people in" during the next several years. Five

hundred could be comfortably seated in this splendid

sanctuary, but only a few times in its history has this

29From a letter (undated) from Thomas Munroe Shepherd
to the Building Committee of the Second Congregational
Society of Northampton, Mass., found in the files of the
Northampton Historical Society. A colored photograph of the
Shepherd window is enclosed,

30The author saw this original decor first in 1950, It
was still very handsome, though essentially unchanged during
the intervening years since 1905. Even the velvet
upholstered pew cushions matched the red -walls.
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number actually filled the hall. Gas furnished fuel for the

brightly bejeweled brass central candelabra in the parlor and

on the west side stairs going down to the basement from the

front of the sanctuary. The organ console and pipes remained

in the gallery wall upstairs in the choir loft, but the

organist could not easily turn to watch the processional or

recessional! so a mirror was fastened in an upright position

near the organist's elbow.

At this time, too, the church budget was set at $1,400

for the pastor's salary and $300 for the nine active months

from the first of April, 1904, through the next March for

music. Another appropriation of $400 was to be used for

31incidental costs.

Through the two stately, paneled wooden doors painted

in a semi-gloss white that opened from the front of the

sanctuary into the parlor and the minister's office the mem-

bers walked at the service's conclusion to chat socially

and/or to take a cup or two of coffee or tea before departing

for home. A noble, white wood-paneled working fireplace

stood on the northern wall, with white-paneled wainscotting

halfway up to the high ceilings (about twenty feet above the

floor). A dumb waiter connected the parlors with the large

kitchen below, so that hot foods might be lifted from stove

to serving table in a short time, without climbing the two

flights of stairs connecting basement with parlors. Five

31
The Hampshire Gazette, Thurs,, Jan. 14, 1904, p. 3.
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large windows also lighted the parlor.

The basement level dining room was forty-two feet by

forty feet, and the wall between the kitchen and this social

room was made of fireproof brick and wire lathing. A small

stage in this large basement room was to be used for dramatic

performances, lectures, and musicals; it was located on the

Main Street side of the dining room. The sanctuary was

wholly lighted by electric lights in a long row of lights on

the four sides of the room above the entablature. Gas

candelabra of handsome polished bronze with stained glass

shades adorned both the single parlor behind the pulpit and

the wide staircase leading to the outside from the right exit

behind the pulpit (south entrance).

The new Second Congregational edifice was forty-seven

feet wide and seventy-three feet long, plus a six-columned

porch ten feet wide across the front on Main Street, This

meant the new structure was three feet narrower and two feet

shorter than the old one. On June 6, 1905, the cornerstone

was laid, just 250 years to the day from the founding of

Northampton as a town. On this occasion the Rev. Frederick H.

Kent, pastor, talked on the parable of the house built upon a

rock. In the cornerstone was a tablet saying the stone was

laid "in reverence for truth, freedom and love."

Mr. Archibald M. Howe of Cambridge, a descendant of two

of the founders of the original church, gave the principal

address on that occasion. One of the more important ideas he

advanced was this, on Unitarianism: "Unitarians believe that
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they are justified because they have no scheme of salvation

declared by human councils or ecclesiastical authorities,

that morals and religion are so clearly at one with each

other that men cannot disobey God's laws without punishment

and that salvation comes through doing right and being

32spiritually minded." All good churches today must evince

an interest in the public welfare, and social action was the

natural way to show this interest.

Other memorial windows were installed before the build-

ing was finished. One was the Huggerford Sterling window,

depicting the graceful figure of a woman representing

"Charity," surrounded by a field of lilies, while in the

background flowed the "river of life," Another was the Lyman

Memorial window, given to commemorate Mrs. A. T. White's

grandparents, Judge and Mrs. Joseph Lyman, both of whom did

so much to found the church. This window, on the right sido

of the sanctuary, symbolized the autumn of life, or serenity,

with the glow of departing light lingering from the sunset.

These lovely windows were much commented on by speakers and

at the dedication of the church on Sunday, February 12,

1905.33

32The Hampshire Gazette, Tues,, June 7, 1904, p. 1.

33The Hampshire Gazette, Hon., Feb. 13, 1905, p. 1.
There were 500 present in the overflowing crowd in the morn-
ing and only a few less in the evening to hear the Rev.
John F. Forbes of Brooklyn, N.Y., the Rev, James Ellis of
Boston, and the former pastor, the Rev. Charles E. St. John,
then Secretary of the American Unitarian Association, speak,
"A GEM of a Church" was the headline in the front-page
account of the new house of worship.
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Yet the young pastor, Mr, Kent, was dissatisfied.

There could be no doubt he needed more money than his meager

$1,400 per annum, but he was also unhappy with the economic

system in the country. He had been trying to start a

Socialist Club among the workmen in Northampton and Florence

34but had been only moderately successful in this. At any

rate, Mr, Kent resigned because of "heavy financial burdens"

to become head of an educational enterprise in Canada, with

American branches. He was in and out of fund-raising for

35religious and educational purposes after World War I, ~ The

fact that no one voted against Mr. Kent's resignation as of

January 1, 1906, and that no expression of acceptance of the

resignation "with regret" was included in the vote perhaps

indicated that Mr. Kent had not really won too many friends

in his church.

One of the more able men who occupied the Second Congre-

gational Society pulpit in its first 150 years was the Rev,

Henry Goodwin Smith, who served from September 23, 1909-June,

1923, He had been a graduate of Amherst College who became,

at first, a Presbyterian minister in New Jersey, taught

theology several years at Lane Theological Seminary in

Cincinnati, was forced to resign there in 1905 for what seemed

to the Presbyterians to be heretical interpretations of

doctrine, and came to his summer place in Goshen,

34
See A.U.A. Archives files of Rev, Ira P. Kellogg for

his work with Kent on the Socialist Club,
35
See A.U.A. Archives files of Rev, Frederick H, Kent.
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Massachusetts, with his family to live until he could obtain

a Unitarian church. He had received fellowship with the

Unitarians in 1906 but had no church till September, 1906,

when he began a short term as Minister of the Toronto, Canada,

Unitarian Church. His grandfather, a Northampton native, had

been the late Dr. William Allen of King Street, who had been

consecutively President of Bowdoin and of Dartmouth Colleges;

so Mr. Smith was interested deeply in the history of

Northampton and her neighboring communities. As a Director

of the Northampton Historical Society he had done consider-

able research on local leaders, contributing valuable papers

to Historical Society meetings (and files) on John Hampden,

Joseph Hawloy, and Caleb Strong. Mr. Smith had become

President of Setli Pomeroy Chapter, Sons and Daughters of the

American Revolution, and he was a Director of the Hampshire

Branch of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children. Ho was a gifted amateur thespian, and

his work in promoting the work of the Northampton Players, of

which he was Secretary, was most helpful. He participated

also in men's literary and discussion clubs, being Secretary

of the Wednesday Evening Club. He had written the script for

the pageant given at the Northampton Sesquicentennial in 1910.

His talented wife was equally active in the cultural

life of Northampton, not only as Superintendent of the

Unitarian Sunday School and Director of the Young People's

Society there, but also as President of the Monday Afternoon

Club and an active member of the Massachusetts Lenmin (;
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Women Voters. She, too, was a lover of the theatre and

supported with zeal the worK of the Northampton Players, of

•which she was Chairman of the Play Committee.

As a member of the Hampshire Association of Congrega-

tional Ministers, Dr. Smith was the only Unitarian minister

in Northampton, up to that time, to hold dual membership. As

such, the relations between his church and the other congre-

oational churches in the area were made much smoother than

before, particularly in the matter of holding union

36services.

Henry Goodwin Smith—a distinguished-looking,

immaculately dressed man with a well-groomed Van Dyke

beard—was generally well-liked by his parishioners and by

the community. His decision to uphold the innocence of

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti after their murder case

became public property in 1920 evidently caused some split in

the congregation, and Dr. Smith felt his usefulness was at an

end by 1923. When he obtained a call from the Troy, New

York, Unitarian Church in the spring of 1923, therefore, he

enthusiastically accepted.

That Dr. Smith was still highly regarded by most of his

congregation, that he had done good work during his long

pastorate, and that he would be allowed to leave only with

"a great deal of regret" was voiced by Dr. Clarence R,

•̂  f-
Most of this information on Dr. Smith's career was

taken from the extensive coverage given to his resignation in
the Hon., June 4, 1923, edition of The Hampshire Gazette,
p. 1.
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Gardiner, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Second

Congregational Society the day after Dr. Smith's unexpected

37
resignation. He had served fourteen years, which was

longer than any other pastor of this church before or since

in the century and a half of its existence. After a long

stay at the Troy church, Dr. Smith retired to his Goshen

summer place and died at the age of eighty, in 1940f clear of
QO

mind and serene in spirit till the end.

Dr. Smith's successor, Dr. Kirsopp Lake, a famed

Harvard Divinity School professor, was the interim minister.

Dr. Lake was too busy at Harvard to give the Northampton

parish more than an occasional day beyond Sunday. Yet he did

attract many newcomers just to hear him preach, and he left a

united and more contented congregation when he resigned after

one year and was replaced by the controversial but able Rev.

Edmund B, Young. Mr. Young had been engaged in a well-aired

dispute with the Episcopal Church, in which he had been a

priest and a theological professor in Episcopal seminaries in

Wisconsin and Minnesota from 1901-1920, when he sought to

leave to join the Unitarian Church. Finally, after the most

medieval type of treatment, in which he was cited for heresy

in the press, he was deposed publicly by the Episcopal

hierarchy and denied recognition in any Episcopal institution.

37
J Ibid.
•ap
Mrs. Azel Hatch (Betty Smith), daughter of Dr. Smith,

has been a leading member of the local Unitarian Society for
many years. Her personal recollections form much of the
background for this account.
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Mr. Young had then accepted the ministry at the Athol Unitar-

ian Church, where he had done well for three years. We know

only that he began his Northampton ministry a few months too

late to miss the centennial celebration of the Second Congre-

TQ
gational Society on February 22, 1925.

It was Mr, Young's bad luck to be in Northampton during

a time of declining economic fortunes in the area, since the

textile mills and some of the other industries were bankrupt;

thousands were unemployed; other businesses were tottering;

some banks were nearly failing; and keeping a church together

was not easy under such conditions, Mr, Young was present

during the meeting of February 11, 1930, that considered an

invitation from the First Congregational Church of

Northampton to unite the two societies in their huge build-

ing. Since the First Church then had 430 stated members,

while the Unitarians had only a few more than 100, and only

half of these ever came to church, the Unitarians felt they

would lose their individuality as well as their independence

of action in a merger, poor money-wise though they were in

39
On that splendid occasion most of Saturday and Sun-

day, February 21 and 22, 1925, were devoted to services of
celebration and rededication to the task at hand, Dr,
Henry G, Smith delivered a long, interesting, dramatic
account of the founding of the original church in 1825, Dr,
Smith spoke in the sanctuary to over 200 guests of the
Laymen's League after a turkey dinner in the dining room.
Dean Willard Sperry, Harvard Theological Seminary, then spoke
to the throng on "The Religious Life of Massachusetts During
the Last 100 Years," See Hampshire Gazette, Thurs., June 4,
1925, p. 1.
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1930, Mr. Young resigned in 1930 and apparently left the

41ministry after that.

The Second Congregational Society of Northampton called

its last minister as an independent entity in June, 1931,

when it called Kev. Georges S. CooKe (pronounced Coo'-ky).

Mr. CooKe was a bachelor of some intellectual attainments and

was then nearing middle age. He had been born in Alexandria,

Egypt, in the early 1890's, of Syrian parents, had been

taught by Jesuits in a convent school in his native city, and

had then graduated from the American University in Beirut in

1914. He came to the United States of America, bound on a

theological career. He attained the B,D. from Meadville

Theological School in 1916. Ke earned the S.T.B. from

Harvard Theological School in 1917. The next year he earned

the M.A, in Semitic languages from Harvard. Finally, he did

graduate work at Yale and the University of Vienna, Austria.

At the end of World War I he returned to Egypt as a Unitar-

ian missionary, sailing bacK to the United States in 1922 to

become a Unitarian minister at Houlton, Maine, where he

stayed three years. From 1925-1930 he was pastor of the

First Unitarian Church in Redlands, California. He was very

40
The Daily Hampshire Gazette, Fri., Jan. 10, 1930,

p. 1. Figures of Unitarian membership are estimates made
from membership rolls of the time plus records of attendance
in possession of the Unitarian Society of Northampton and
Florence.

A.U.A. Archives, see file of Edmund Booth Young.
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42successful in each of these parishes.

In Northampton he was a definite hit with the intellec-

tuals and with young folks, whom he seemed to charm with his

wit, his references to exotic palm-shaded oases and equato-

rial jungles—all of which ho had lived in and of which he

Knew well the religious mores and economic and political

problems. As a Unitarian mission minister for the British in

1914-1922 and as a resident of the pre-war Middle East, when

the British army and navy ran the government and economy to

suit themselves, Mr, CooKe knew at first hand the benefits

and evils of colonialism, and he preached a great deal about

these problems. He would lecture on Latin-American problems

as accurately and wisely as he would about the Middle East,
A O

European diplomacy, or the Far East.

In a January, 1938, sermon Mr. Cooke talked on "Peace

and Preparedness," during which he asked the congregation

three questions! l) Is it possible for the United States of

America to remain indifferent to happenings in the Far

Orient? 2) Is it possible to prepare to defend ourselves and

our rights without being bellicose and being finally involved

in war? 3) Does military preparedness necessarily signify

42
The Daily Hampshire Gazette, Fri., June 19, 1931,

~*We know that he talked interestingly about Latin-
American affairs from two long study-visits there in summers
during the early 1930*3. See A.U.A. Archives, file of Rev.
Georges S, Cooke. See also The Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Mon., Jan. 3, 1938, p. 3.
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44warlike intentions? We don't know what his answers were,

taut we do know that he was Keeping his congregation abreast

of the great questions and helping them to make up their own

minds on these and other momentous problems of those historic

days while we were debating whether or not to ally ourselves

with Britain to fight Fascism, Nazism, and Japanese

imperialism.

Mr. Cooke's career in Northampton was a causualty of

World War II, since the Unitarian Church in Northampton had

so few people attending in 1942 that they voted to unite with

the First Church, Edwards Church, and the Baptist and

Methodist Churches in union services during winters for the

45
duration of the conflict or until the coal shortage eased.

The following month, January, 1943, union services with all

other Protestant churches in the city were voted by the

eleven members present. There were sixteen proxies.

It was apparent that nothing could be attempted in the

way of reorganization of the Second Congregational Church,

which had been paying $2,750 for nine months1 preaching in

1943. Total estimated costs would have been $3,774, if the

church were kept open, while estimated income was but $3,735;

44The Daily Hampshire Gazette, Idem.

45The minutes of the meetings of Dec. 8, 1942, show
that Sunday services were held in the Church Parlors during
the winter months beginning Dec. 20, 1942, and that a commit-
tee looked into uniting with some other church for the
duration (Minute Book No. 2, Second Congregational Society,
Northampton, Mass., p. 7.
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46so money was difficult to obtain. Mr. Cooke was released
A *"7

as minister at the end of 1943.

The American Unitarian Association had sensed a need

for support of the thirty or so active Unitarians in

Northampton in 1944, and so it had sent the Rev, Frank E.

Smith, its Regional Director in New England, to Northampton

to supervise both the Second and Free Congregational Socie-

ties in what might well have been their death struggles, had

they chosen to remain independent• Mr. Smith had often

preached at the Northampton church that late winter and

spring, and he encouraged the members to Keep going and to

consider union with the Florence society. At a meeting of

June 27, 1944, this latter step was accepted by fifteen mem-

48bers present and six by proxy, and the union organization

committee of both churches then met on August 18, to make the

necessary plans for merger and for that autumn's Sunday

49
meetings. Since the Rev. Eugene A. Luening seemed to be

doing well at Florence, he was called as the first minister

of the merged Unitarian Church of Northampton and Florence.

_, . , 0Ibid., p. 8.

Ibid., p, 11,

48Ibid., p. 14.

49 .
Minutes of Executive Board of Merged Church, Book I,

p, 2, in Archives of Unitarian Society of Northampton and
Florence.

50Memorandum from George 0. Davis to Dr. Eliot,
written sometime in Sept., 1944, and found in the file of the
Free Congregational Society of Florence, Mass., A.U.A.
Archives.
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In 1945-1946 Mr. Luening received only $2,475 salary,

plus a rent-free parsonage, and in 1944-1945 he probably re-

51ceived even less. As he was supporting a wife and two

young daughters on this amount, it is little wonder that he

left for a Canadian pastorate, even though it was only a

small fellowship which he took over there in 1950. In the

period 1946-1950 there was a large rise in the cost of living,

and the small increase in Mr. Luening's cash salary (about

one-third) during that time was less than the actual cost-of-

living rise. Yet the church began the post war era with a

balancing of expenses and income at about $4,220 and ended it

with a deficit of about $80 in 1949-1950, though the total

income was about $2,000 more than five years before, indicat-

ing an increase in both money pledged and loose collections

52
of nearly $700 total. The amount from the trust funds had

53also increased markedly in the five years, just as expendi-

tures had; so the long-term picture was good that, with some

hard work by the pastors and the undivided help of the

51Treasurer's Accounts, Merged Church, BooK No. 1,
pp, 10 and 24. Records indicate only part of the minister's
salary in 1944-1945, but it was smaller than a year later.

52Ibid., pp. 10 and 65.

53The improvement in the Second Congregational Socie-
ty's trust fund yield per annum was largely brought about by
the Society's allowing the Board of Trustees, headed by
Raymond B. King, a gifted market analyst, to reinvest the So-
ciety's endowment so that most of the total of about $47,000
was put in high-yield stocks of good quality and not left in
bonds with security of principal but low yield. Mr. King was
a talented man under whose guidance our Second Congregational
Society Trust Fund rose to well over $125,000 by 1958.
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congregation, the merged church would eventually succeed,

Membership stood at well over one hundred, of whom perhaps

only sixty-five were active to the point of pledging

annually.

Mr. Luening worked very hard to arouse more interest in

the combined church than many of his predecessors had. He

edited a lively weekly bulletin, The Pioneer, which kept the

work of the church before the eyes of its friends and members.

Not only attractive sermon titles but a stimulating discus-

sion series on world religions, world affairs in a dangerous-

ly weary post-war atmosphere, and all sorts of women's,

men's, and youth meetings were planned carefully to attract

all types and tastes in the parish and from outside. Yet the

net membership at the end of his pastorate was not sharply

higher than when he came, six years before, which would

indicate about the average amount of success of the first

minister. The church building was in somewhat better repair;

but the organ was in sporadic need of mechanical attention

and would prove a source of trouble till it was entirely

taken down and rebuilt in modern manner in 1971-1972.

In summary, the Second Congregational Society of

Northampton evolved less rapidly than its younger sister

church in Florence, and it never reached either the heights

of large membership and attendance or the financial depths to

which the Florence group sank in the period after 1920.

Always a little more conservative in general composition than

the livelier Florentines, the Northampton church nevertheless
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afforded extremely able young men such as Edward Brooks Hall,

Oliver Stearns, Rufus Ellis, Charles E. St. John, George C.

Cressey, and older men like Henry Goodwin Smith, Kirsopp Lake

and Georges S. Cooke the opportunity to inform and help make

young people in the area analyze for themselves many vital

problems of their day, economic and political as well as

religious. Because the 220 Main Street structure was a truly

notable piece of architecture and careful building, and be-

cause the Northampton site was the more central for the wide-

spread congregation to attend for meetings, it was selected

as the more suitable site for the merged church. Although it

required considerable sums to maintain, heat, and supply with

electricity, water, and gas, this structure has remained, as

originally, a landmark of Late Greek Revival architecture in

a rather staid little New England city.

Though the Second Congregational Society pastors have

not ever reached the status in the wider community that

Charles C. Burleigh, Sr. did, nor did they ever "pack them

in" the way Burleigh, Frederick Hinckley, and occasionally

Alfred Free did—nevertheless a respectable group of forty to

eighty liberals would gather regularly to listen, sing hymns,

and try to carry out the Good Life as outlined by the pro-

Channing, then pro-Transcendental, and last, the pro-Humanist

leaders of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. When some

of these ministers became too advanced in their public state-

ments, they were either gradually persuaded by their parish

that they were losing contact with reality as seen at
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220 Main Street, whereupon they compromised, or they were

forced out of their pulpits, rightly or wrongly, as in the

cases of Henry G. Smith and Charles B. Ferry,

That so many able men were obtained for so little

remuneration was a commentary on the condition of religion in

the country at the time. The proof of this is seen when one

recalls that young men of the ability of Edward Brooks Hall,

Oliver Stearns, Kufus Ellis, Charles St. John, Charles

Cressey, and Frederick Hi Kent worked for salaries ranging

from $600 cash with no fringe benefits in the case of Hall,

Stearns, and Ellis to only $1,400 cash for Kent when he left

in 1909. By tho end of this era in 1950, with the merged

church, the minister, Mr. Luening, was paid less than $2,700

plus a rent-free parsonage, at a time when the dollar had

shrunk to about half of its value at the turn of the century,

Eugene Luening1s family was probably receiving as near sub-

sistence pay in 1950 as Frederick Kent's was nearly fifty

years before in 1902. Yet these men each stayed and labored

as hard as their strength allowed for several years, teaching

their Unitarian doctrines of tolerance and help to the poor

and unenlightened, regardless of race; compassion and charity

for the victims of a cruel natural and human environmentj re-

form of political, economic, and religious evils; and resist-

ance to unwise changes in the social and political order.

Was the Second Congregational Society a success? If

one measures "success" by material wealth owned or political

power possessed by its members, the answer would generally be
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in the negative; with certain exceptions among the member-

ship, the run-of-the-mill Northampton Unitarian was usually

attracted to the church by a relative who was a member, or he

or she became one by marriage or conviction after many years

of dissatisfaction with more orthodox sects. In a town where,

since 1900, at least half the population has been Catholic,

not as many of the town's political and economic leaders have

been Unitarians as there were in the period 1825-1890, when

in a predominantly Protestant milieu, many judges, lawyers,

doctors, teachers, and college professors tended to be

Unitarians. Congregationalism still gripped the average

Protestant professional and businessman and woman in

4̂
Northampton from 1825 to 1950, though after World War II

Fundamentalist churches sprang up and flourished, hurting the

Congregational, Methodist, and Baptist churches far more than

the Unitarian. Most Unitarians did not swing wildly from one

extreme to the other, as their constant reference Lo reason

and to all the facts have schooled them not to listen to

appeals based largely on emotion and an escape from frus-

trating, uncomfortable reality. It may be said, finally,

54Calvin Coolidge, for example, was a member,of the
Edwards Church (Congregational). The late Rufus Cook, for
years a judge in the county court, was a Unitarian, first at
Florence and then in the merged Northampton church. He was
the only judge in the merged church, and, since his death,
(1963) no Unitarian lawyers have resided in Northampton.
There have been several practicing physicians who have been
members in the twentieth century, there being two physicians
and three surcreons active in the church in 1974.
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that Unitarians, of whom there were about one hundred in

1950, maintained an oasis for those in Northampton who

wished to enjoy an association with intelligent, socially re-

sponsible, politically alert, and theologically open-minded

people united in a place where freedom of thought and the

spoken word are still sacred and where the public welfare is

often a cause for action.

55
Records of Merged Church, Membership Book, pp. 1-3.



Chapter Three

The Beginnings of Unitarianism in Florence,
Massachusetts, 1842-1909.

Samuel Itfhitmarsh—entrepreneur, promoter, visionary—

had brought to Northampton and vicinity in the mid-1830*s a

great enthusiasm for the cultivation of "morus multicaulis,"

or mulberry tree whose leaves were used to feed the silkworm.

Asiatics had first engaged in this industry thousands of

years before, and Europeans had brought back both silkworm

eggs and mulberry seeds to raise their own silk some time in

the sixth century A.D., when the Emperor Justinian induced

Persian monks to smuggle silkworm eggs out of their nation to

Byzantium or Constantinople, from where they were later

disseminated over Asia Minor and Eastern Europe. As

Whitmarsh found, however, an area of 300 acres along the

banks of the Mill Kiver, centering on Broughton's and Baker's

Meadows, was not necessarily as favorable to the culture of

mulberry trees as the milder climate of Southern China,

Southern Japan, Persia, or the relatively balmy weather of

the Golden Horn (Constantinople) and the Mediterranean shores

of Italy and France. Whitmarsh1s much-touted Northampton

Silk Co. collapsed after four years of battling the combined

Charles A. Sheffeld (editor), History of Florence,
privately printed and published, 1895, pp. 58-60,
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2enemies of harsh climate and lack of capital,

Whitmarsh and his partners were never able to raise

much more than $90,000 in actual cash, and their losses on

mulberry trees alone vere in the thousands of dollars several
3years of the late 1830*s. Further, there was a bursting of

the mulberry speculative bubble in 1839; that, together with

the ousting of Whitmarsh by Captain Joseph C. Conant and his

friends, gave the Northampton Silk Co. a one-year reprieve.

Then, forced by the loss of a large proportion of their mul-

berry trees to buy raw silk for their factory at ruinously

high prices, the Conant management offered the whole property

of the SilK Co, for sale in the local papers of March 18 and

March 25, 1840.5 Not until September 14, 1841, did the sale

go through, when the Northampton Silk Co. was disposed of for
c

$20,000, It cost the company apparently, approximately

$100,000 to found the business six years previously; so the

enterprise represented a loss of about $80,000 to the stock-

holders.

To the new owners—Joseph Conant of Northampton,

George W. Benson and William Coe of Brooklyn, Connecticut,

and Samuel L. Hill of Windham, Connecticut—however, the

2Ibid., pp. 60-62.

Alice E. McBee, From Utopia to Florence, Vol. XXXII
of Smith College Studies in History, pp. 8-11.

4Ibid., p, 11.

5Ibid., p. 12.

Ibid., p. 14.
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properties of the Northampton Silk Co. were a bargain, since

they wished to launch an experiment, using that property,

that might prove both socially revealing as well as finan-

cially disastrous. Joseph Conant was not an idealist, nor

was Coe; both of them were pragmatic entrepreneurs, in

business largely to enhance their bank accounts. George W.

Benson and Samuel L. Hill, however, were as much interested

in social and economic reform as they were in maKing a

profit. Both Benson and Hill came from Quaker backgrounds,

though neither was a practicing Quaker at the time of the
7

takeover of the silk business zn 1841.

It should be recalled that the 1840*s were times of

radical social change in the United States of America.

Particularly prominent was the Abolitionist movement, a

movement founded by such firebrands as William Lloyd

Garrison, editor of The Liberator and Frederick Douglass, the

black man who, free from slavery, was its doughtiest foe.

Garrison was George Benson's brother-in-law, and Frederick

Douglass was to be a featured speaker at the semi-religious

society founded in the wake of the defunct Northampton Silk

Co. This new group based their plans somewhat on the ideas

of Charles Fourier, with a heavy reliance, also, on the

theories of Robert Owen, The group proposed to create a

This material on the backgrounds of the new owners
of the silk business was gleaned from pp. 15-17 in McBee,
op. cit.
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Utopian socialist community that would possibly pay its
o

shareowners a profit in time.

Samuel Lapham Hill had begun life as a carpenter. He

had educated himself, except for a few months at the pres-

tigious Leicester Academy, near Worcester, Massachusetts.

His marriage to a Baptist, Miss Louisa Chace, also a

Smithfield, Rhode Island native, had caused his ouster from

his native Society of Friends, to whom such an act was a

sacrilege. Yet Hill retained, all his life, his early rever-

ence and humility, learned at the knees of his QuaKer parents.

Turning to his wife's church, he became a Baptist deacon,
9well-liked and regarded as a great worker in the Church,

As a very young husband and father (he was not yet

twenty-one when he married), Hill had to have a steady income,

so he carpentered summers, taught school winters, and kept a

small country store in Rhode Island for several years, His

interests in things mechanical and financial led him into the

textile industry then beginning in the Rhode Island-

Connecticut area, and in 1830 he became a second hand in a

cotton factory and moved to Willimantic to practice his new

craft. He rose rapidly up the factory ladder to first hand

(overseer), superintendent, and manager ("agent" in modern

o
See the full discussion of the ideological back-

grounds of Benson and Hill in McBee, og. cit,, pp. 16-17,

9See Sheffeld, op. cit., pp. 205-211 for an informed
sketch of Samuel Hill,
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parlance) of the mill.

While rising fast to a high post in the cotton textile

business, young Hill did not neglect either his own socio-

economic education or his work to help others in the Baptist

Church, for he often encouraged his fellow-workers and even

the mill officials to lead purer, more service-oriented

lives. Meanwhile, he read much in such social-action authors

as the Abolitionists Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Charles C.

Burleigh, and John Greenleaf Whittier. When he attempted to

enlist his fellow Baptists in the sacred cause of freeing the

enslaved American blacks by inviting Wendell Phillips to

preach on that subject from the Willimantic Baptist Church

pulpit, however, Hill was dismayed and hurt to find a fellow-

deacon leading an angry mob of Baptist brethren against this

noble rally. Hill, Phillips, and their friends were actually

forced out of the Baptist church by a volley of overripe ecjjs,

and Hill never returned. Instead, he resolved never again to

join any religious denomination. Twice-burned, he had

learned his lesson,

CasLing about for a way to organize an Utopian

Socialist community about which he had read so much in The

Liberator, Garrison's fiery but also remarkable educative

periodical, Mill settled on a cooperative community to be

formed in Northampton, with the ample resources of the

I0lbid., p. 206.

11Ibid., p. 207,
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newly-purchased agricultural and industrial company as the

basis for the movement. The full title of the new coopera-

tive community was to be the Northampton Association of

Education and Industry. During the ensuing period, 1842-

1846, Samuel L. Hill was among those leaders who gave most

generously of his time and his enthusiastic teaching to

explain to the less-well-informed members the principles and

practices of a European-style commune.

Though the idea of building a Fourier-style phalanx

would not be completely feasible in the Northampton experi-

ment, many of Fourier's concepts of a just economy were

retained, at least in the Association's Constitution of 1842.

The founders wished to protest against the unjust division of

material goods in the society of that day, and they wished to

work against the institutions and methods of the industrial

society then existing to a preponderant degree in New England

and the Northeast generally. This Constitution revealed the

Quaker beliefs of both Benson and Hill in its statement that

the world's governments would escape from their tendency to

be "systematically warlike in their constitution and spirit,

in the measures they adopt, and in the means they employ to

establish and support their power and to redress their real

and alleged grievances, without regard to truth, justice, or
12humanity, ..."

Further, this Preamble pinned much of the blame for

Preamble, Constitution of 1842; a copy is appended to
each copy of Mrs. McBee's work mentioned above.
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current inequities of worldly goods on "existing social

arrangements." Classes strived against other classesj the

poor were debased by ignorance and crime, while the rich were

tempted by self-indulgence, pride, and oppression of their

fellow men. Some men were wrongfully enslaved by their

fellows. Some men were corrupt in their political dealings,

and this was a great evil. Not God but men had failed in his

purpose.

Marriage and the lasting human family unit were lauded,

thus deviating somewhat from Fourier and other Utopian

communities which advocated free divorce. Religion must not

be allowed to tyrannize over the minds of men by arraying

them in hostile sects and by substituting form for content of

thought and "the power of inward truth and goodness." It was

further held that superstition and religious hierarchies must

not be allowed to replace "the veneration and authority that

14
belong to God."

There was the duty of each man, woman, and child to

perform productive labor, and every laborer was to have the

15right to enjoy and dispose of the fruits of his labor.

There was to be freedom of conscience on religious and all

other subjects and to worship or not "to worship God under

any form or in any manner agreeable to his convictions of

13Ibid.

14Ibid.

15Article I, Preamble, Constitution of 1842.
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duty, not interfering with the equal rights of others."

There was to be no discrimination on account of color, sex,

or religion.

Each member and his family were to receive free board

and room, furniture for their apartments or single rooms,
17fuel, oil, and clothing. Stock was to be sold to furnish

the Association with the necessities of life for its members,

raw materials to turn into finished products in its silk and

cotton mills, saw mill, planing and shingle mills, grist

mill, and wood-working shop? there were seventy acres of

forest land from which timber was to be extracted for its

lumber and wood-turning mills; and some farming on the large

tracts of fields, pastures, and hills was to bring in some of

18
the needed food.

Unfortunately, the same lack of capital that had

plagued the Northampton Silk Co. proceeded to hurt the

Northampton Association of Education and Industry. Debts

were not entirely paid off and became heavier to carry each

succeeding year. Labor was paid somewhat less than the sur-

rounding area mills and farms paid at first, but this was

corrected in 1843 to give free board, room, and clothing,

plus equal shares in the net profits of the Association. Of

course, there were no net profits while there were

1 Article III, Preamble, Constitution of 1842.

17This was added in the amended Constitution of 1843.
1 fl
McBee, op. cit., pp. 29-30.
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outstanding debts, A great part of the time of the execu-

tives, James MacK and George Benson, was absorbed in seeking

funds with which to carry on the business in 1843. Nearly

half of the $20,000 actually received for stock sold in 1842

was due in 1843 to pay off mortgages. Unable to compete with

local silk mills in selling its product, the Association lost

money in this department of manufacture steadily after

mid-1843.19 By 1844 there was a debt of $30,000, while only

$17,000 was then invested, since many stockholders, alarmed

by the inability of the Association to pay dividends or meet

its debts, had withdrawn from the Association, taking their

invested capital with them.

In desperation, the directors of the Association had

opened a boarding school in its buildings, taking students

and charging $100 apiece a year for board, room, and tuition.

Since "boarders" were expected to work afternoons, even

though they paid to be educated, the Association was getting

a good thing out of them. When the Association, during part

of the last full year of the existence of the group in 1845,

required the boarding students to work a full day and study

and receive lessons only at night, most of the parents,

whether members of the Association or not, complained about

1 9 . . . .The price of imported raw silk, which the Association
had to buy, as it could not raise enough from its own
cocoonery and mulberry orchards was prohibitive and made the
price of the Association's silk cloth more expensive than
that of others who raised their own silk and could sell for
less. Finally, the silK department of the Association could
not produce at a profitable capacity, as it could not afford
to buy any foreign silk, and its own cocoonery was very
inadequate. See McBee, p. 57.
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being short-changed. This unfortunate practice, working

students in the day and teaching them only in the evening,

caused the boarding school revenue to vanish, as angry

20
fathers withdrew their children at the end of that year.

The Association folded as of November 1, 1846, when free

board and room were officially ended. Samuel L, Hill was the

only one of the original leaders who stuck to the bitter end.

Mr. Hill was not completely disillusioned by the fail-

ure of the Northampton Association of Education and Industry.

In fact, he turned defeat into victory by joining his remain-

ing capital with that of his brother-in-law, Edwin tf. hlaton,

of Chaplin, Connecticut, to buy for a low price the relative-

ly flat land which now composes the center of Florence. They

made building plots, laid out streets, and even lent money to

worthy people to build homes, if they came to work in the

silk, cotton, casKet-making, and stove-manufacturing plants

which were constructed along Mill River or were built to the

east of the Association's old mills.

Since Samuel 'L. Hill's fortune was the basis on which

the Free Congregational Society of Florence was based during

the years 1863-1882, we must know that he prospered in

business, except for one five-year period, 1850-1055, when he

assumed the notes of a partner who had gone bankrupt in the

cotton manufacturing business there in Bensonville (now part

of Florence). Mr, Hill never put all his investments into

20lbid., p. 64.
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any one industry, and this served to make him a wealthy man

eventually. He was a highly successful real estate dealer, a

chief investor in the silk and cotton mills along the Mill

River in what was the area called Greenville, and a director

arid part owner of the Florence firm of I. S. Parsons & Co.,

a community store. He even invested in and resurrected from

bankruptcy a local water cure hotel, watching carefully and

guiding Dr. Charles Munde's spa until it attracted a thriving

21trade from Southerners needing to "take the waters."

By 1863 many of the former Associationists were ready

to form a new religious society, separate from the Florence

Congregational Church and from the Roman Catholic Annunci-

ation Church. All they needed was a man or woman with much

money to lend them, as they would have to hire a hall, pay

speakers to come from out of town at first, and maintain the

building in which they met to worship. Two men, Samuel L.

Hill and one of his business associates, Alfred T. Lilly,

backed this venture at first, and it was Mr. Hill's generos-

ity that provided them a meeting place in the schoolhouse he

had built and donated to the community.

Ever since the stirring days of the Association,

1842-1846, when such mighty orators against slavery as

William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Henry C. Wright,

Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass, and Charles C. Burieigh

held the floor, informal groups had continued to meet

2llbid., pp. 71-72.
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together on Sundays to discuss current events, to listen to

commentators on the growing sectional problems, and to enjoy

free speech, a luxury no orthodox church in Northampton then

provided.

The homes of Samuel L. Hill, Austin Ross, Samuel A.

Bottum, and Joseph C. Martin were used as stations of the

Underground Railway. From Florence the runaways wore guided

22
at night to Whately or Cummington to the northwest. Mr.

Hill, who had once been "egged" out of his Willimantic

Baptist church by anti-Abolitionists, continued to lead the

fight for black freedom from slavery's yoke. With the

declaration of war by the South against the North signified

by the firing by Southern land batteries ringing the exposed

little Fort Sumter in Charleston Harbor, Hill and his fellow

Abolitionists and Free Speech devotees combined later, on

May 3, 1863, at a meeting in his red brick schoolhouse.

Since all citizens of Northampton and vicinity interested in

"the promotion of good morals, general education and liberal

religious sentiments, whether Catholic or Protestant, or of

whatever sect, creed or nationality, [werê  invited to meet

in the South Schoolhouse," they were asked to attend this

organizational meeting, and a Sunday at 3*30 P.M. was chosen.

Thirty-five hardy free-thinkers of both sexes signed at

22Lottie S. Corbin, 75 Years of the Free Congregational
Society of Florence, 1863-1938, An Historical Address
delivered before the Society and friends in commemoration of
its Seventy-Fifth Anniversary, Florence Mass., May 8, 1938,
p. 2. (Privately printed.)



that ceremony the following clear, eloquent, and ringing

Articles of Agreement:

We, the undersigned, inhabitants of Florence and
vicinity in the town of Northampton, wishing to
avail ourselves of the advantages of associate
effort for our advancement in truth and goodness
and for the promotion of general intelligence,
good morals, and liberal religious sentiments,
do hereby agree to form ourselves into a body
corporate, under the name of The Free Congrega-
tional Society of Florence.

Respecting in each other and in all, the right
of intellect and conscience to be free, and hold-
ing it to be the duty of everyone to keep his mind
and heart at all times open to receive the truth
and follow its guidance, we set up no theological
condition of membership, and neither demand nor
expect uniformity of doctrinal belief; asking only
unity of purpose to seek and accept the right and
true, and an honest aim and effort to make these
the rule of life. And, recognizing the brother-
hood of the human race and the equality of human
rights, we make no distinction as to the con-
ditions and rights of membership in this society,
on account of sex, or color, or nationality.2^

Among the Charter members signing this were:

Samuel L* Hill Julia B. Hunt
Joseph C, Martin Bela Gardner
Seth Hunt Margaret E. Stall
Edson S. Hoss William Swift
Alfred P. Critchlow George R. Kennedy
James D. Atkins Benjamin Thompson
Samuel L. Hill, Jr. H, P. Hyde
Austin Ross Dwight A, Ross
Anthony Sheffeld C, Robert Dorsey
Henry W. Morgan H. Brown, Jr.
John W. Bray Merrick Plimpton
Morris Machol C. Siepplein
Stephen B, Fuller Ferdinand Schadee
Amos Eldredge Eugene C. Plimpton

63

23
Kecords of the Free Congregational Society of

Florence, pp. 2-3.
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Margaret Critchlow Eliza Hammond
C, Emily Chesson Frances P. Judd
Elisha L. Hammond Ellen C. Strong24
Roxana A. Martin

With the long history of social experimentation, of

pioneering in educational and industrial betterment which the

people of what came to be called Florence had already pro-

vided, it is little wonder that some of them should now have

charted a new and quite revolutionary course of free

religious thought. There was to be, typically of such a

group, no creed to which to adhere and no uniformity of doc-

trinal belief required for membership. Only the need to keep

a clear conscience and to receive the truth and follow its

guidance was to be required of all. Anyone subscribing to

these beliefs regardless of color, religion, or sex might

join. So in the year of the Emancipation Proclamation was

born the Free Congregational Society of Florence.

During the first decade of the Free Congregational

Society of Florence the resident speaker was Charles C.

Burleigh, a Plainfield, Connecticut, native from an intellec-

tual family of combined farming-teaching talents. Burleigh

derived somewhat his love of country from his mother, Lydia

Bradford, a direct descendant of William Bradford, first

Governor of Plymouth Colony. Mr. Burleigh had interrupted

his preparation for a law career by editing an anti-slavery

journal backed by the noted Abolitionists, Samuel J. May and

Arthur Tappan. Burleigh had defended the white Quakeress,

24Ibid., p. 3.
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Prudence Crandall, from her racist fellow townsmen, with

brilliance, but she was finally ousted from her small school

for girls in Canterbury, Connecticut, because she insisted

on accepting black students, Burleigh shortly returned to

farming and studying for his admission to the Connecticut

bar. Having passed the bar exam easily in 1835, Burleigh—a

tall, wiry, full-bearded man—gave promise of becoming one of

the most able attorneys in the area.

Yet, as the anti-slavery cause swept through Southern

New England at that time, he enlisted in the fight to spread

the facts abroad about the inhumanity of enslaving one's

fellow beings. Thus, young Burleigh, in his mid-twenties,

gave up all hope of building a name for himself as a lawyer

and launched out on a courageous crusade to lift the yoke of

bondage from his fellow men. He stood against an angry lynch

mob in Boston which would have hanged William Lloyd Garrison,

had not Burleigh and other physically powerful men snatched

him from the crowd, pushed him into a carriage of Mayor

Theodore Lyman, a burly former wrestler, and carted Garrison

off to the safety of the Leverett Street jail. Burleigh him-

self was the target of a rotten egg while giving an anti-

slavery speech, but he nonchalantly wiped the offensive

missile from his forehead, exclaiming: "I always thought

that pro-slavery arguments were unsound."

25
Material on Burleigh is drawn largely from the excel-

lent short biography of him in Sheffeld, og. cit., pp. 211-
214.
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Burleigh was unorthodox in many things—dress, personal

habits, politics, and religion. Charles A. Sheffeld writes

of himi "What he deemed proper to do, ... he unhesitating-

ly carried out, however strange his course might appear to

those with whom he came in contact, I remember his wearing a

full beard, long before such a practise was considered be-

coming or proper. He also wore his hair long and in
7 c

ringlets." Though not identified, in mature life, with any

one denomination, his religious concepts seemed to parallel

most closely those of the Unitarians. Certainly he stood

staunchly for religious freedom, for he agreed, in 1863, to

become first resident speaker of the Free Congregational

Society of Florence, whose philosophical base was one of

absolute freedom of thought and speech, bounded only by

limits of good taste and the use of facts in argument.

Meetings of the Society were held at 2 P.M. on Sunday

afternoons in the second-story chapel of the brick school-

house Mr. Hill had provided for the Village's use. All

maintenance expense was apparently borne by Mr. Hill while

27this building served as the meeting place; so the Society

required much less money than an ordinary church would.

Mr. Burleigh stressed complete democracy in his leader-

ship of the Sunday meetings. He gave a well-prepared,

thoughtful talk on some aspect of local, state, national, or

Ibid., p. 213.

27Corbin, _qg. art., p. 7.
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intellectual affairs that seemed important to him and also

worthy of general knowledge and discussion. The element of

question-and-answer during and after each speaker's talk was

the great difference between the Florence Society and the

meetings of all other religious groups in the entire area, if

not in the whole of the United States at that time. The

Second Congregational Society (Unitarian) in Northampton, for

example, had a set order of service, with the minister giving

readings, interspersed by hymns and a collection, and finally

he gave the sermon, followed by a concluding prayer,

Mrs. Corbin, in her well-researched and interestingly

written monograph on the Florence Society says of these un-

orthodox services t

Self-culture was stressed and independence of
thought encouraged. Therefore, the discourses
were not of the orthodox type, but touched on all
phases of questions pertaining to human welfare,
social reform and the extension of knowledge.
For this reason, they refused to bind themselves
to any other ecclesiastical organization.28

Yet the Free Congregational Society was in touch with

other religious liberals, as their acceptance of an invita-

tion to attend the National Unitarian Convention held in New

York City on April 5, 1865, indicated. Unfortunately, Messrs,

28
Ibid,, p. 4. Mrs. Corbin also holds that no Bible was

allowed in the building (p. 5), that a chief financial pillar
of the Society, Alfred T. Lilly, threatened to end all sup-
port if they called the Society a "church;" so that term was
never used during his lifetime (p. 5). The same source
assures us that the children in the Sunday School were not
taught that there was a God such as most people then con-
ceived of the deity, (a fatherly, bearded individual sitting
on a throne) (p, 5). Thank goodness for such pioneers!!
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Burleigh and A. Bronson Alcott, the delegates chosen to rep-

resent the Florence Society, were rudely treated by the more

orthodox persons at the convention. Incensed at the reports

Mr. Burleigh gave of this affair, the Society held a meeting

the evening of April 10, 1865 and made the following

resolution:

Resolved, that the dishonorable, arrogant and un-
christian conduct of certain members of the late
Unitarian Convention, exhibited in low black-
guardism towards the delegates which this Society
had sent, pursuant to the invitation extended to
it in the call for said convention after the
committee on credentials had duly admitted said
delegates to seats in the convention shows how
difficult it is for a man to be a priest and have
at the same time, a tolerant, enlarged and
magnanimous soul.29

Accordingly, because of this poor treatment of their

delegates, they were only confirmed in their former course of

remaining free from "ecclesiastical trammels and [devoted to")

a platform without a creed for the utterance of human thought

30without a fetter."

Mr, Burleigh was interested in far more than ending

slavery because of the color of a person's skin. Fie wanted

to end the inferior status of women by giving all women the

vote, as a petition signed by many members of the Florence

Society and sent to Congress from the Free Congregational

Society meeting of April 3, 1869, indicated* This petition

would have Congress pass a bill and the President sign it

29
Records of the Free Congregational Society of

Florence, pp. 37-38.

Ibid., p. 38.
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into law, making women's suffrage legal throughout the United

States.31

So, as their first speaker, Mr. Burleigh, lived and

taught, so did these pioneer thinkers and doers act and

teach. No hidebound creedal dogmas limited either their

thought or their actions; rather, theirs was a religion of

boundless horizons, and they believed the world of an igno-

rant, money-loving society was begging to be enlightened and

helped into the light of truth, beauty, and love. They were

not much concerned with the hereafter; but with the world of

Florence, Massachusetts, in the 1860's and 1870's the members

were vitally concerned* For example, as their numbers grew

rapidly from thirty-five at the time of the founding in 1863

32to about one hundred and seventy by 1870 the Society

expressed a need for larger quarters, to allow their thriving

Sunday School to have much-needed classrooms in which to

carry on their studies on Sunday mornings. Mr. Hill and

Mr. Lilly together gave most of the $40,000 required, though

Lilly's $10,000 was not as great a gift as Hill's. A not

inconsiderable sum was added to theirs by subscription among

the members. Lilly's munificence went outside the Free

Congregational Society, when he donated a large Science Hall

to Smith College in 1886. Two years later he gave $13,000

toward the building of the Lilly Free Library that still

3llbid., p. 48.

32
Records, Book 2, p. 74, indicates members who signed

in 1871."
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33serves the town of Florence in 1974,

Mr. Hill endowed richly the town he did so much to

build. Not only did he bring several of the large mills to

the town and lend them money with which to begin manufactur-

ing, but he let their executives and worKmen borrow money

from him and his wealthy friends with which to buy land on

which to build neat homes. Much of the profit he made from

his land and real estate operations he gave bade in the form

of a free schoolhouse, Cosmian Hall, and the wonderful Hill

Institute, whose great work of teaching practical and ornamen-

tal arts and crafts to adults goes on until this day. Young

children are also given their first introduction to school in

the Hill Institute Kindergarten. Hill Institute's many pro-

grams are today superintended by a native Florentine, Hiss

Lois Barnes, descendant of an old Unitarian family in that

town. So the founders carried out in their daily lives that

active social gospel held up to them by the saintly

Charles C. Burleigh, who spoke twice a month, ten months a

year for only $600 per annum.

Mr. Burleigh, as he grew older, had been joined by a

sweet, scholarly young woman, Miss Elizabeth M. Powell, as

Associate Speaker. On his retirement on April 7, 1873, how-

ever, the job of speaker was given to the capable young

minister, Rowland Connor, who stayed only long enough to

Sheffeld, op. cit,, p. 217-219.

34The Hampshire Gazette, Apr. 2, 1067, p. 1.
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dedicate Cosmian Hall, as the spacious new, two-storied brick

35meeting house was called. It was largely owing to the con-

tinued munificence of Samuel L. Hill and Alfred T. Lilly that

the new, much-needed building was constructed, and those two

saw that this time there would be plenty of space for holding

large and small meetings, both for worship and for education.

The new hall was dedicated with appropriate ceremonies

on March 25 and 26, 1874. It consisted of a commodious

auditorium, (54 by 45 feet and with a gallery) with a slanted

floor capable of seating up to 700 persons, (though usually

100 to 500 attended on Sundays), a pipe organ, grand piano

for concerts, and a "spacious and amply furnished stage, upon

which dramatic entertainments [were] frequently given during
o /-

the winter." The Sunday School met in "Lower Cosmian

Hallj" on the same basement level was the suite of rooms and

the well-equipped kitchen wherein the Ladies* Industrial

Union of the Society met to sew, crochet, knit, and cook

Society suppers, as well as to hold literary and purely

social gatherings. Society suppers were held twice a month

in Lower Cosmian Hall and were prepared by the Ladies1

35Mrs. Corbin states that Rowland Connor gave the new
meetinghouse its name, Cosmian, as he liked the Greek term
kosmos, "meaning order, honor, and universal brotherhood, the
very ideas professed by the Society." See her 75 Years of
the Free Congregational Society of Florence, p. 9*

•5 f-
History of the Free Congregational Society of

Florence, Mass., With Its Articles of Association and By-
Laws, Northampton, 1882, (privately printed), pp. 8-9. See
also The Hampshire Gazette, July 23, 1872, p. 2 for size and
contents of Cosmian Hall, which was initially heated by four
stoves.
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Industrial Union, To these gatherings anyone who contributed

labor or raw materials was invited gratis. In addition,

Alfred T. Lilly was the benefactor who provided dinner once a

month to the entire Sunday School. Mr. Lilly also contrib-

uted the "makings" of a traditional holiday turkey dinner

every Christmas from 1874 till his death in January, 1890.

After dinner in the Cosmian Hall dining room, everyone moved

upstairs, where games and fun were the order of the afternoon,

As evening fell, a large Christmas tree "loaded with gifts

37for all" was enjoyed by everyone.

The Sunday School room walls in Lower Cosmian Hall were

unusual for a religious society, as they held pictures of

Charles C, Burleigh, Theodore D. Weld (the noted Abolitionist

editor), John G. Whittier (Quaker poet), and other inspiring

persons. Short but memorable quotes from contemporary and

past great thinkers were also hung on these walls; for

example, from Edward Everett Hale: "Look up and not downj"

"Look out and not in;" "Look forward and not back;" "Lend a

hand." And so the highest standards were held up to the

young folk who attended; the positive, not the negative, side

was emphasized in their discussions of such topics as: love,

truthfulness, justice, self-control, purity, order, industry,

punctuality, usefulness. These subjects could be refined

37
Corbxn, op. cit., pp. 10-11. See also the interest-

ing account of "Christmas at Florence Hall" in the Hampshire
Gazette, Tues., Dec, 31, 1867, p. 2. Up to 1,000 presents
were distributed to voung and old at the Christmas party of
1867.
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into more concrete themes for discussion! love of home, love

of country, love of mankind, love of the weak, love of

animals, love of the best of a species or of a class of

inorganic things.

The teachers in the Sunday School were encouraged to be

keen on their job, transmitting the material with an infec-

tious gusto and making their principles live through

concreteness, so that even the youngest or slowest child

might catch a glimpse of love of home (family affection),

love of country (patriotism), love of mankind (brotherhood),

etc. "Liberals must adopt not the subject, but the method of

39
instruction which the churches find so effective," opined

the History of the Free Congregational Society referred to

above, circa 1882. This helpful little pamphlet went on to

say that liberals could not equate God and Christ in Sunday

School, taut they could excite the child's love and reverence

by portraying to his intellect "the career of some noble man

or woman who lias beautifully illustrated some special virtue

we wish to inculcate. Thus we can take up any virtue and by

well-chosen examples to illustrate, we can impart, not simply

historical information to our youth, but what should be the

special function of the Sunday School, [we should] give moral

aspiration to life. The object of the lesson should be to

win the pupil's love and admiration for the subject presented,

3 '3
History of the Free Congregational Society of

F1orencej Mass., op, cit,, p. 14T

39Ibid., p. 15.
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. . . 40
and to quicken the conscience to imitation.*' Biography was

considered the most stimulating means with which to achieve

these ends.

Almost from the start of the Sunday School, large num-

bers were in attendance, close to 100, according to the

author of the 1882 History. In those days when children

either went to Sunday School or stayed home to read a book

quietly alone, when there was neither radio nor television

nor automobile to divert them, and when qames-playing, loud

noise, and even sleeping late Sunday morning were frowned

on—children of all ages went to Sunday School as a matter of

course, even if only to break the boredom of the otherwise

dead sabbath. Still, at the Free Congregational Society

Sunday School they stayed from I0i30 A.M. to noon—singing

lively and inspiring songs geared to young minds' apprecia-

tion of Nature's beauty and melody the sweet aroma of flower-

ing shrubs and garden flowers, the loveliness of bird calls,

and those aspects of their lives that did not call up awful

visions of death, dying, suffering, and sin which were

featured in most orthodox churches. Even the church school

readings of these liberals were chosen from any source, fre-

quently non-biblical in nature, to stress a theme for later

discussion in small groups. Rev. Frederick A. Hinckley, of

Providence, Khode Island, had published a book of readings

4Qlbid.

4llbid., p. 13
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for liberal church schools which was much used in the

Florence Society school before Mr. Hinckley, much admired,

was engaged as resident speaker in 1888.

Actually, not all of the time was devoted to moralizing

and to urging the young to lead better, more productive,

happier lives. Indeed, much of each Sunday's ninety minutes

was given to preparation of essays on such topics ast

"Richard II," "Henry V," "A Study of 'As You Like It,"'

"Enthusiasm Among Liberals," "Temperance," "Heroism,"

"Negation and Affirmation in Our Society," "Our Work," and

"Autumn," The best essay on each of these topics would be

saved for the one Sunday each month reserved for a combined

concert, recitation, and reading program entirely supplied by

the Sunday School at the 2 P.M. lecture hour of the grown-

ups. Apparently this became the custom only after the

Society had been going several years, but it gave the stu-

dents a chance to participate occasionally and some (the

chorus) quite regularly in the adults' service.

For three years, from September, 1878, to September,

1881, the Society was without a resident speaker, yet it was

so well-organized and so strong was the spirit of cooperation

among the members that it weathered the storm without a

helmsman and emerged stronger than ever. Perhaps the chief

reason for this ability to remain united in word and deed at

42
The Records, Book II, indicate that over thirty new

members signed the membership book in those years, while only
a few died or moved away.
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this time was the great variety of interesting, vital lecture

discussion topics provided by the ingenious organizer of the

weekly programs at the critical period, the able Miss Ella C,

Elder. She was able to persuade more than thirty well-

qualified people, some from the membership and some presum-

ably from outside, to lecture on such themes as: "Bayard

Taylor," "Buddha," "William Ellery Channing," "Theodore

Parker," "Lydia M. Child," "Evil Speaking," "Joan of Arc,"

"Moses and Christ, An Historical and Religious Comparison,"

"Needs of Free Religion," "Public Opinion," "Reform in

Politics," "Socrates," "Spirit and Methods of Primary

Instruction," "The Stoics," "Toleration," and even

"Temptation," Some Sundays famous sermons by liberals were

read by members of the congregation, after which a lively

discussion was held on each. Thus, great sermons by John

White Chadvick, Professor Felix Adler, and W. J. Potter were

43combined into a series on "Evolution of Morals."

So popular were these services that the members sup-

ported a series of Sunday evening meetings in the Lower Hall

(Social Room) open to residents of the whole area, and these

were well-attended each of the three years of the speakerless

period. It would be interesting to be able to gauge the

impact of these meetings on those members of the local

Congregational, Baptist, Methodist, and Episcopal churches

who were present, but our flimsy records do not shed enough

43
History of the Free Congregational Society of

Florence, p. 18.
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light on this; certainly this was the sort of religion Felix

Adler preached to his Ethical Culture group that was taking

shape in New York City at that same time.

That the impact the Free Congregational Society was

having spread far beyond the borders of Hampshire County is

evident, too, from the news account of the dedication of

Cosmian Hall in March, 1874, when the Rev. 0. B, Frothingham,

a leading Unitarian minister from New York City gave the

major address. Over the next two days the eloquent, heroic

Frederick C. Douglass; Francis E. Abbott; Mrs. Edna D.

Cheney; A. Bronson Alcott, of Concord Transcendental fame;

and Sidney II. Morse, great WiJli.ston Academy literature

instructor, all spoke with admiration and hope for the future

of the Society in its new "Temple of Free Speech." Meals

were sixty cents for lunch (the big meal of the day) and

forty cents for supper, so, at these relatively reasonable

prices, large crowds came to hear Mr. Burlcigh and others

read congratulatory messages from Parker Pillsbury; Mrs. Lucy

Stone, the noted women's rights leader; great soldier-

humanitarian, Col. Thomas Wentworth Higginson of Boston;

Theodore D, Weld and William Lloyd Garrison, former

Abolitionists and now fighters for a host of other freedoms;

44
and the Rev. Samuel Johnson, The huge stage (nearly 60

feet long and 30 feet wide) was ample to seat these notables

and to allow the presentation of complex plays, among them,

44
The Hampshire Gazette, Tues,, Mar, 24, 1874, p. 3.
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Falconer's "Eileen Onge." Together with the spacious Lower

Hall for dining, entertaining, and even Saturday evening

dances from 7 to 11 P.M., the new "Temple of Free Speech"

promised to lend a much-needed push to the movement toward

raising the level of thought, if not the creative standards,

of the busy community of slightly more than 2,000 souls Known

45as Florence, Massachusetts.

Probably the most important business development of the

1870*s was the formation of a new society for the purpose of

holding the property of the Free Congregational Society of

Florence. This new organization would be styled the Free

Congregational Society. The parent society, which would con-

trol the day-to-day and religious aspects of the Society, re-

mained the Free Congregational Society of Florence. Samuel L,

Hill was the first President of the new property-holding

unit, while Alfred T. Lilly was its Treasurer, and Arthur G,

4 6 . . . .
Hill its Secretary. This similarity in nomenclature of the

two societies has served to baffle new members ever since,

until they become accustomed to thinking of the parent group,

the Free Congregational Society of Florence, as the moro

important unit, holding the policy-making powers, most of the

financial day-to-day matters, and the remaining administra-

tive affairs in their hands.

At his death in 1882 Mr. Hill left a sum in trust, the

45
The Hampshire Gazette, Tues., Apr. 7, 1874, p. 2,

46-r^- ,Ibid.
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income from which, about $400 annually, would go to the Free

Congregational Society of Florence "for educational, chari-

table, or other kindred purposes," but this sum might be

continued or not, at the discretion of seven trustees of the

fund, all of whom were leading members of that same recipient

Society,

Likewise, Alfred T. Lilly's will in 1890 left the Free

Congregational Society of Florence $1,000 per year to be paid

quarterly by the Trustees of the Florence Kindergarten, as

long as that Society kept alive the work of the Sunday School

on the same liberal basis that the Society had followed since

48
its inception. The third generous member of the Old Guard,

Joseph C. Martin, left $5,000 to the Young People's Religious

Union, the interest from which was to go annually to that

Union. Another $5,000 was left by Mr. Martin to the Free

Congregational Society, the interest to be used by the

Society annually, and his sisters, Sarah E. Martin and

Eliza A. Mann, were made trustees of both funds. At their

deaths, they left half of this money to the Free Congrega-

tional Society in trust, in 1937. These were the major

benefactors of the Society during most of its more than eight

47
A copy of this part of Mr. S. L. Hill's will is found

in Records, BooK II, opposite page 16 or see Hampshire County
Probate Records, Vol. V. 61, p. 518,
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49decades as a separate entity.

The death of the Society's first resident speaker,

Charles C. Burleigh, came in an unusual manner and removed

from the community a much-beloved, craggy personality of

inspiring talents who had, by example, shown how to live in

this life as the great one from Galilee had done. During his

first year of retirement (1874) as resident speaker,

Mr. Burleigh had gone to Bloomington, Illinois, to study,

speak, and see friends, but for the remainder of his life he

was a faithful attendant at Cosmian Hall and other Florence

events.

On the late afternoon of Monday, June 3, 1878, Mr,

Burleigh had been en route to mail a letter at the Post

Office in Florence Center when he was struck a glancing blow

by a passing freight train as he passed near the tracks.

Though he was occasionally conscious and able to answer a few

questions during the next ten days, he suffered a bad skull

fracture and deep shock to his system, rendering him comatose

most of the intervening period. He was often in great pain

but bore it nobly. A large piece of skull, driven into his

brain by the tremendous weight of the car that hit him, did

much to bring on the gradual decline of his strength. Dr.

Knowlton of Northampton and Dr. John B. Learned of Florence

brought in Dr. Sands, the noted New York surgeon, as well as

49
Ibid. Five thousand dollars of this total of $10,000

was given to the Society*s pipe organ fund by Sarah E. Martin
at the time the new organ was purchased in 1921.
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Dr. Markos, another Manhattan surgical expert, but these men

agreed that the delicate operation required to remove the

bone splinters from the old man's brain would probably kill

Mr. Burleigh. Therefore, the doctors simply let events take

their inevitable course; so for ten days the old man lay

under the worried eyes of his sorrowing family and multitude

of friends and then quietly expired between nine and ten

50o'clock in the evening June 13, 1878, He was buried by the

saddened religious society which he had helped organize and

which he had done so very much to make grow larger and more

united. To the and he maintained a staunch belief in God as

51"A Unit of Universe." But his legacy was the conviction

held by most of the Society that blacks were as deserving as

whites to enjoy comforts and civil rights,

Rowland Connor's short term as resident speaker,

August 1, 1873-1874 (about a year), was apoarontly not

remarkable for anything except the dedication of Cosmian

52
Hall. Connor was succeeded by the Kev. David II. Clark, a

Unitarian minister and the first ordained clergyman to serve
53

the Society a_ftjrr ordination." Clark served from

September 1, 1875-Snptember 1, 1078.

With the acceptance of a call to the speaker's desk by

50Hampshire Gazette, Tues., Apr. 18, 1874, p, 2,

* Tues., Apr. 7, 1874, p, 2.

52Corbm, _o£. cit., p. 12.

53Ibid.
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the young, able Rev. rfilliam H, Spencer and his equally

talented and loquacious wife, likewise Rev. Anna Garlin

Spencer, the Society found stable leadership again from

September 1, 18Ul-September 1, 1C34. Mrs. Spencer's record

in later years as an educator theologian, and battler for

innumerable good causes led her to be fondly remembered by all

who had seen her mostly as the Kev, Spencer's brilliant young

5*4
spouse. * Mrs. Elizabeth Powell Bond> widow of the scintil-

lating young attorney, Henry Herrick Bond, replaced the

Spencers for two valuable years, Mrs, Bond, a persuasive

speaker who had assisted Mr. Burleigh for a brief period in

the previous decade, had done well but left to fill a post

for which she wan perhaps better-trained, Dean of Swarthmore

ISCollege.

One reason, we can guess, for young men leaving the

Florence Socioty was the low salary they received since few

were able to live on $600 per annum which Charles C. Burleigh

received for a decade. We 1;nov that Frederick A. Hinckley,

perhaps the most able of all the speakers in the nineteenth

century, except for Mr. Burleigh, was given $2,000 initially

in 1888, plus a house rent-free. Hinckley did a good deal of

writing, often publishing his own sernons. It was under Mr.

HincKley that the youth of the Society formed the Florence

Ibid.

Ibid. See also Sheffeld, op. cit., pp. 231-237 for a
quick sketch of Mr. Henry H. Bond, whose brilliant light was
dimmed forever by a long and losing bout with disease.
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Unity Guild, which sponsored Sunday evening meetings.

Also, Mr. HincKley, a Unitarian minister, encouraged the

Society to send delegates to the Connecticut Valley Unitarian

Conference at Chicopee, and this time nothing unfortunate

57took place. Mr. Hinckley was active in the wider community

as well. He was Chairman of the Northampton School Committee

and introduced manual training into the public schools of the

city while in that position. He left the Florence Society

for a somewhat larger Providence, Rhode Island, parish and

spent years of retirement in Barnstable, Massachusetts, his

Sflfavorite residence.'

One of the most shocking events of Mr. Hinckley*s

pastorate in Florence occurred in the frigid winter of 1891.

The Hincklcys had a lovely daughter, Mabel, who was a student

at Smith College. One of her beaux was Henry Bond Learned,

son of Dr. John B. Learned, a well-to-do practicing physician

in Florence and a solid Unitarian member of the Free Congre-

gational Society of that town. On the night of January 3,

1891, Henry, a student at Massachusetts Agricultural School

in Ainherst, had taken Miss HincKley to a social affair in

Amherst. On the way home the sleigh in which they were

riding was struck by a train at a crossing in Hadley, and

both the young people were killed. Wilfred H. Learned, then

56Ibid., p. 13.

57Records, Book I, p. 114,

American Unitarian Association Archives, Boston,
material on Frederick A. Hinckley.
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a little boy of kindergarten age, recalls vividly to this day

how the Learneds, in their great house on Strawberry Hill,

were awakened after midnight by a messenger, a Mr, Davis, and

informed of the tragedy that had occurred across the

Connecticut River in Hadley an hour or so before. It was a

grief-stricken minister who dragged through the remainder of

that awful winter, and the Florence community was the poorer

for the loss of two such promising young people. This, coming

on the heels of the death of Alfred T. Lilly, was a blow to

the Church and to the Learned and Hinckley families, all of

whom were friends of the Lillys, but they were not prostrated

long, for both Mr. Hinckley and Dr. Learned performed well in

their professions for many years following their bereavement.

Apparently all was not well in the financial realm,

however, as the Records of July 12, 1891, show the Society

cut Mr. Hinckley1s salary by $200 (from $2,000 to $1,800),

but he would not have to preach at all in July and August.

Another problem was solved by installing central heat in the

form of a steam-heat system in Cosmian Hall at a cost of

$1,500. To help make up some of these expenditures, the

Society voted to lease Cosmian Hall or any of its facilities

59to outside organizations. The Society on October 3, 1893,

voted that contributions be made every Sunday by means of

having two offerings boxes passed among the congregation at

each Sunday lecture at the 2 P.M. service. Things were not

59
Records, Book I, Apr. 22, 1888.
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much better the next year, as the Receipts and Expenditures

showed, with a balance of only $10.79 in the Treasury on

April 2, 1894, whereas Liabilities consisting of three out-

standing notes to banks and the Florence Kindergarten

amounted to $1,550, and, of these, the $1,000 note held by

the Florence Savings Bank was due on October 3, 1894. Now

that Messrs. S. L. Hill and A. T. Lilly were gone, some of

their munificence was missing, and the gap was not being

filled by others with large cash gifts.

More decline was visible than in the red ink on the

books; for on April 6, 1896, Mr. Henry B. Haven suggested

that the Cosmian Hall Tower was unfit for use and should be

closed until it could be repaired. Attendance at annual

meetings had been noticeably lower in the early 1890*s, con-

sidering that several hundred had signed the membership rolls
C'J

since 1863 and only a minority were dead or removed then.

Remarks also were offered at that same meeting to indicate

that nonattendance of members at 2 P.M. Sunday services was

noticeable, as was lack of support of young and middle-aged
C "3

parents for the Sunday School.

Not until the Rev. Alfred Free of the Turners Falls

6QIbid.» Apr. 2, 1894 Mtg., pp. 115-116.

61Ibid., Apr. 6, 1896, p. 123.
CO

Only forty-two members were present at the April 6,
1896 meeting. See Records, Book I, for meeting of April 6,
1896 and only seven had been added to the rolls in the past
two years (April 1, 1894-April 1, 1897), p, 124.

63Ibid.
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Unitarian Church came to Florence to be speaker did the

financial affairs of the now-beleaguered Free Congregational

Society of Florence begin to take an upward direction. Mr.

Free agreed to come from the Turners Falls church for

$1,500 per annum and a parsonage, plus two months of vacation

64in July and August. The new minister and his wife, both

middle-aged people, were warmly greeted at a potted-palm,

fruit punch, and dainty cakes reception at Cosmian Hall,

which sported thick rugs on the floors in the social rooms

for the occasion. Among the pithy little speeches made on

this propitious occasion was this by the Rev. Mr* Chappell of

Holyokei "A free man knows and obeys the law. The prisoners

in our jails are the men and women who did not know the laws

or disobeyed them. The free religion finds the great

external laws of the spirit of God and obeys them. We []of

the liberal churches know] no impediment in the future which

have [sic] grown out of the imperfect, mythical past. We

love the true and beautiful of the past but allow none of it

to hold us back or prevent new accessions of the spirit."

Mr. Free was then greeted by a representative of the Society,

Mr. Fuller, who asserted that the minister would have no

limits to his pulpit discourses, nor would his congregation

65be bound in its thoughts of what he said.

Mr, Free substituted the morning worship service on

64Records, Book I.

Daily Hampshire Gazette, Mar. 12, 1897, p. 8.
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Sunday for the traditional afternoon service, and this bore

fruit in larger attendance and a gradual paying off of the

debt. By April 6, 1903, the annual meeting of the Society

applauded enthusiastically when the treasurer announced that

they owed only $96.67. All departments of the Society, from
f~ r*J

the Sunday School children to the adult groups had cooper-

ated in a sustained and successful effort to whittle down the

debt which had begun to threaten the future of the whole

Society by 1893. Church suppers, socials with an attractive

soloist or speaker, and more regular giving among the members

had combined to reduce and finally eliminate entirely this

debt, so that by April 4, 1904, there was a surplus of $276

in the treasury, with all bills paid. Still, only fifty mem~
C O

bers attended this annual meeting.

Though the Society was in debt $100 again in 1906, they

balanced the budget the next year; even though they had

extensive repairs made to the upper hall, repainting it and

having carpentry work on the roof and stage, they were only

$35 in arrears at year's end in April, 1907. So final

linking with the American Unitarian Association, which

Mr. Free brought about at an indeterminate date during the

1897-1898 church year bore sweet fruit for the small but

~i-\, Book I, p. 133.

C "7
Ibid,, p. 134. The Sunday School had contributed

$700 toward debt reduction from 1901-1903.

68Ibid., p. 139.

F.QIbid., pp. 173 and 180.
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70
mighty Free Congregational Society of Florence.

Internal changes were necessitated by joining the

American Unitarian Association; so in 1897 the Florence Unity

Guild was replaced by the Young People's Religious Union on

October 10, 1897, and Mrs. Free convinced the women they

should form a branch of the Women's Alliance in Florence.

Eventually, in about 1920, the Ladies' Industrial Union,

which had still held alternate meetings with the Women's

Alliance, ceased to exist, and the Women's Alliance was the

. . . . 71sole feminine group remaining.

Mr. Free had edited and the Society published a collec-

tion of liberal church readings especially for use in the

Florence Society. Bound in gray, this little book was used

happily and with much success until the merger with the

Northampton church in 1944. The longest pastorate in the

Society's history, twelve years, ended with Mr. Free's

resignation on January 19, 1909. He had unified the Society

by his Kindly manner and had secured much strength by linking

the Society with the American Unitarian Association. He left

the Society in a solid financial position, and its members

were enthusiastically looking toward the future, small though

the membership seemed to be.

In summary, then, during the youth of the Free

70Corbin, op. cit., p. 13.

Ibid,, pp. 13-14. The Young People's Religious Union
had begun in 1094 tinder Mr. Hinckley's tenure. This organi-
zation had met on Sunday evenings regularly and was very
popular.
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Congregational Society the founders, led by the pioneer

industrialists, Samuel L. Hill and Alfred T. Lilly, set in

motion a free-thinking, creative society of religious

liberals which afforded a forum for all the yeasty concepts

of the day—abolition of slavery, women's suffrage, women's

equality with men in society, higher education for poor and

rich alike, Transcendentalism, Ethical Culture, civil rights

for Negroes, temperance, and the right to have labor unions

and the like. Women's and men's groups formed, as did a

Sunday School. Attendance seldom dropped below 100 at the

Sunday afternoon services through the lifetime of Mr, Hill,

who died in 1882 and Sunday School attendance was good* With

the bequests of Alfred T. Lilly and Joseph C. Martin, all of

whom were dead by 1900, the Society was able to count on a

little less than $1,700 a year from endowments. This would

pay for a minister's cash salary but not for his and his

family's housing, and so few able men would stay long in

Florence.

The cost of heating Cosmian Hall seven days a week from

November through mid-May was heavy, especially since neither

walls, nor large stained glass windows were insulated, as

modern buildings are, and the commodious auditorium and

nearly-as-spacious Lower Cosmian Hall required the burning of

17much coal to bring them up to a bearable temperature. Even

72
Talk with Wilfred II. Learned, one of the oldest

survivors of the Free Congregational Society of Florence,
revealed these statements about physical conditions in
Cosmian Hall.
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the installation of a more economical hot-water system in

1888 must have been a considerable burden, not to mention the

cost of maintenance annually for plumbers, painters, electri-

cians, and carpenters. Insurance was another item, and the

heavy burden of carrying notes to banks, which there is evi-

dence was being resorted to as early as 1893, was part of the

overhead cost of the Society.

As in so many other reform movements, after the first

flush of enthusiasm passes and the founders die, the second

generation lacks the drive and sometimes even the conviction

their fathers possessed that their religious and social

tenets deserve to be spread more widely. Consequently, we

see that the Society began to dwindle both in number and in

zeal before 1893, the year when financial trouble became

apparent. Gone were the congregations of 400 or even 500 at

Sunday services. Now if seventy came out, they had to be

satisfied. However, gone also were the driving forces in

American life that had caused the Free Congregational Society

to organize in the first place. The Civil War had solved the

problem of slavery, while the orthodox churches were begin-

ning to preach the social gospel and to allow more freedom of

discussion than before 1880. The period 1893-1897 was a time

of crisis economically for the United States of America, and

this was reflected in the amount of giving to the Free

Records, Book I, pp. 114-115.
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Congregational Society of Florence, a mill town with high

unemployment. Further, a sometimes more attractive social

life offered by the strong phalanx of Congregational, Baptist,

Methodist, and Episcopal churches served to drain away much

Unitarian strength.



Chapter Four

Unitarianism in Florence, Slowing of Growth
and Decline, 1909-1944

While searching for a settled minister once again, the

Florence Unitarians listened to a promising young fellow with

a powerful mind, eloquence and even passion in his preaching

on economic questions, and an appealing little family of wife

and toddling daughter. This man was highly recommended by

his teachers at the Harvard Divinity School, where he had

astounded most of his colleagues by getting nearly all A's

while taking a three-year course in two. He agreed to come

as full-time minister and was both ordained and installed in

his first pulpit the evening of Thursday, October 15, 1909.

At these well-attended ceremonies the chief speaker was Mr.

Kellogg's former Harvard Divinity School Dean and friend, the

Rev. Dr, William Wallace Fenn, who gave "a strong and up-

lifting discourse" in the young pastorfs behalf.

Mr. Kellogg was born in Vermont, son of a small-town

Baptist minister there. He had almost no money for his

education; so he took a liberal arts course at the University

of Vermont, earning most of his expenses by working during

term time and during vacations, too, graduating in 1903 at the

Daily Hampshire Gazette, Fri., Oct. 15, 1909, p. 5.
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age of twenty. For several years he apparently worked to

save money for theological school, as he did not enter the

Chicago Theological Seminary until the fall of 1907, earned

high marks there his first term but then transferred to the

Harvard Divinity School the next February, 1908. Dean Fenn

described how the young scholar's diligence, brilliance, and

drive pushed him to the top of his class in one term, even

though he was married, a father, and working in his spare

time to support his family and pay his school expenses, also.

Mr, Kellogg continued to excel in his studies and

graduated cum laude in the spring of 1909, While working

between college and divinity school, Mr. Kellogg had become

unfavorably impressed with the injustices of the industrial

society in which he found himself, and he began to read and

discuss various alternative systems to capitalism, finding

Socialism the most promising as a vehicle for the reforms he

sought. Yet he wished to undertake the career of a

Unitarian minister, knowing full well the rather conservative

nature of some of those with whom he would be called upon to

work, particularly in a small parish such as Florence,

Massachusetts. He had an overpowering desire to help his

fellow men, particularly those who needed the type of

informed help he knew how to extend to the downtrodden

workers.

On arrival in Northampton, Kellogg made the acquaint-

ance and became a friend of Rev. Frederick H. Kent, Unitarian

minister of the Second Congregational Society there.
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Mr. Kent joined with Kellogg to organize a Socialist Club

among the laborers there, Mr. Kent afterwards readily

admitted that Kellogg was regarded as their leader by the

factory and other unskilled and skilled hands who were

attracted to the Socialist Club, indicating his ability to

seize the loyalty of the workers by his friendly, down-to-

2
earth attitude. He was a natural leader of common men.

Kellogg also favored the movement to prevent cruelty to chil-
o

dren and gave that movement his enthusiastic blessing.

Though the official Records of the Free Congregational

Society of Florence, which are original, untampered with and

are as written at the time, indicate only satisfaction with
4

the work of Kellogg, he keenly felt his failure to persuade

the congregation that helping the workingman was the answer

to the chief inequities and injustices inherent in the

capitalist system. This was according to the recollection of

the Holyoke Unitarian minister at the time. This same

source says Kellogg had told him that he was criticized by

2Much of the material here presented comes from a let-
ter from officials at Harvard Divinity School placed in Mr.
Kelloggfs file in the American Unitarian Association files,
25 Beacon St., Boston, One letter was from Dean W. W, Fenn
of the Harvard Divinity School and other quoted letters from
Mrs. Ira P, Kellogg and from Rev. Frederick H. Kent,

3
Daily Hampshire Gazette, Tues,, Nov. 12, 1912, p. 1,

He was rehired in 1910, 1911, and 1912 at the annual
meetings; see Records, Book I, pp. 199, 202, 205.

American Unitarian Association Archives, files of
Ira P. Kellogg, signature illegible on the Holyoke clergy-
man's letter.
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some of the people of his parish for his unconventional dress

and conduct and that he resented it bitterly, just as he

apparently resented it when they rejected his plans for

social reform in Florence. He had offered a plan by which

part of Cosmian Hall would be converted to a club for towns-

folk. Indeed, he projected a gymnasium in Cosmian Hall where

people of all faiths might exercise and work off their

troubles. He had gradually come to feel he was out of touch

and sympathy with his whole environment, and he brooded over

this until, in a moment of extreme despondence, he took his

own life, since his life was useless.

We do know that he had resigned his pulpit as of

April 1, 1913 but continued to preach in 1912-1913 each Sun-

day, though he was living in his Florence apartment only part

of each week, as he had bought a small farm in Gilbertville

nearby and intended to make a living by agriculture after

April 1, 1913. We do know that he had appeared in the pulpit

the previous Sunday morning, November 11, and carried on the

service as usual; he also attended the young people's service

that same evening, although another minister acted as guest

leader. It was immediately after the evening service,

apparently, according to the Medical Examiner, that Kellogg

went to his Park Street apartment, undressed, closed all win-

dows and doors, hooked up a hose to the gas jet on the wall

and turned it on full force, lay down in his bed, put the end

-, . ,Ibid.
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of the hose in his mouth, and inhaled till he lost

consciousness.

When Dr. Walter Taylor, a near neighbor who had been

telephoned by Mrs. Kellogg to see where her husband was when

he failed to return on time late Sunday afternoon, went into

his apartment through an unlocked door, he smelled gas,

notified the police, and they looked until they discovered

him, dead, in his upstairs bedroom. The poor young man had

been dead for several hours when discovered. No letter, no

sign to indicate why he thought he should end it all was in

evidence.

Mrs, Kellogg said that he had not been himself of late

and that she believed he had committed suicide while not in

his usual strong, brave character, a man who had many times

before faced great trouble and conquered it by patient

thought. The heads of Harvard Divinity School agreed with

Mrs, Kellogg that he had taken his life while depressed as a

result of constant overwork since he was a sixteen-year-old

freshman at the University of Vermont, working his way
9

through. These men believed the extra burden of the parish,

in addition to his failure to organize the workers as

thoroughly in his Socialist Club as he had hoped to do, left

7
Springfield Union, Mon,, Nov, 12, 1912, page unknown

(clipping in file of A.U.A.).

8Ibid.
9
A.U.A. files on Ira P. Kellogg, letters from Dean

W. W. Fenn and others.
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him deeply wrought; he took his life only after a long

string of defeats. He had, in his own eyes, failed to fathom

problems he should have been more successful in erasing from

his list of "must solve" enigmas.

Whatever the cause, here was a brilliant, able, sensi-

tive young man, struck down at only thirty-one, before he had

really had a chance to show of what he was truly capable.

Today, with psychiatrists easily available, he might have

been treated before he became so depressed and saved for

another forty years of able work, ministering to other men's

sorrows, other persons' worries, other people1s frustrations.

The loss of Ira P. Kellogg was a great blow to his family,

his own parish, his denomination, and to all to whom he might

have ministered in the long, promising career which seemed to

be opening to him. The Harvard Divinity School people did

not believe his failure to introduce a modified Socialist

reform through his church was the most important factor in

his fatal action; rather, they stressed his known fatigue

before he started his ministry and his temporary depression

as the main factors. No one except the deceased will ever

really know why he ended his young life when he did.

The pastorate of the Rev, R, Edward Griffith followed

Mr. Kellogg's and lasted from June, 1913 till April 1, 1922.

His father, an old Baptist preacher from Vermont, had
died suddenly while visiting the Kelloggs at their Gilbert-
ville farm,

Tlr. Kellogg introduced graded lessons into the Sunday
School curriculum, a needed reform.
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This coincided with all the fuel shortages of World War I and

the other stringencies in both the people's comforts and

their thinking. Mr, Griffith—worried by the constant drain

of funds into fuel bills, plumbing, and other maintenance

charges for the no longer young Cosmian Hall—concluded that

the best way to stabilize costs would be to sell their now-

venerable "Temple of Free Speech," since it was far too large

for the fifty to seventy who attended regular worship service

and the much-diminished Sunday School* Alliance, and other

activities. So Cosmian Hall was sold on June 30, 1920, to

the Florence Amusement Association as a sort of public meet-

ing place for hire, and the funds so obtained enabled the

Society to build an adequate, plain, more modern wooden frame

building across Main Street from Cosmian Hall. The new

structure went up in late 1920 and early 1921, the first

service being held there on May 22, 1921. On November 6 the

new church building was formally dedicated with the usual

pomp and jollity.

Mr, Griffith, after a successful tenure, resigned on

April 1, 1922. He was followed by the Rev. Harry Hooper, a

young, able, optimistic man, who served from September 1,

1922-September 1, 1926, For the Hoopers a parsonage was

bought in February, 1924, on North Main Street. In March,

1925, a new pipe organ was installed in the new church.

The new church building had cost $25,500 exclusive of

plumbing and heating, seats, and furnishings. Electrical

work, including fixtures, cost $216. The organ cost
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approximately $3,500 and was the gift of Sarah E. Martin.

Pews, pulpit, and other ecclesiastical furniture cost $1,500.

There is no plumbing bill in the records, but the church was

insured for $29,000j the amounts given above total $29,716.

Therefore, the plumbing and heating contract could not have

been for much more than $3,000, if it was that. The "new"

parsonage cost about $3,600 or thereabouts, if the insurance
12policy means anything.

Mr. Hooper received only $1,500 per annum and the use

13of the parsonage, rent-free, during his four years. He

went to the Hingham Old Ship Church, a somewhat more lucra-

tive post, and it is easy to see why a man with a growing

family simply could not afford to stay long at Florence,

since ministers had had no increase in pay since Mr.

HincKley's time, while the cost of living was slowly rising

steadily in the nearly forty years since then. Florence had

not been fortunate enough to receive either substantial

bequests or the same large number of young but well-paid

members which some of the city churches of the Unitarian

movement had attracted. This was a common condition for many

small-town congregations at the time, as it was of the Second

12Documents in possession of the Unitarian Society of
Northampton and Florence in manila envelope marked "Documents
on Financial Affairs of the Free Congregational Society of
Florence."

l3See "Budgets, 1923-1924, 1924-1925, 1926-1927" in
same manila envelope as in above footnote. Mrs. Hooper men-
tioned the salary to the author in a conversation of August
25, 1974.
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14Congregational Society (Unitarian) of Northampton, also.

Following Mr. Hooper was the two-year pastorate of the

Rev. William E, Billingham, October, 1926-October, 1928. His

term saw the organization of a girls1 choir that proved very
15popular down through the remaining years of the Society,

though, naturally, its personnel was often changing. Mr.

Billingham's was a successful pastorate, and he is still

remembered by the elder members of the former Free Congrega-

tional Society as a lively, compelling speaker. Mr. Billing-

ham, though he left before the Great Crash of 1929, was never

paid more than $2,000 per year.

Mr. Billingham's place was taken by a hard-working,

able, popular preacher, the Rev. John A. Taylor. The idea

of holding Sunday School during the hour just prior to the

adult service at eleven was initiated by Mr, Taylor. This

allowed the Sunday School teachers to attend morning worship

and was popular with all. Mr. Taylor stayed until

September 1, 1932, A letter from him to Dr. Patterson,

Administrative Vice President, American Unitarian Association,

indicates that all was far from well in the little Florence

church in February, 1931»

14The Second Congregational Society paid its minister
only $2,750 per annum in 1942, and estimated its total
expense for that year at less than $4,000, but this was run-
ning on a shoestring. See p. 3, Minute Book No. 2, Second
Congregational Society, Northampton, Mass.

15Corbin, op. cit., p. 14.

out.
Talks with the Wilfred Learneds have brought this
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I shall simply say . * . that the state of affairs
was worrisome enough last year, but has become
even more so now owing in part to several deaths,
but also to the industrial depression. Several of
our active supporters are entirely out of jobs,
and almost everyone else has a very greatly re-
duced income. As a result, there have accumulated
debts amounting to about $1,200 for insurance,
coal, parsonage payments, etc. It is imperative
that something be done for the year beginning
April 1, to make the outgo less or the income
more.
We are investigating several possible solutions,
one being the selling of the parsonage if that be
possible. They (the Executive Committee) have
asked me to write you relative to possible help
from the A.U.A. This past year the local church
has paid me $200 from the Sustenation Fund, I
think. The necessities of the situation seem to
make unavoidable a further reduction in this
salary. The proposal is that the local church
give $1,500 with the hope that the A.U.A. can
supplement it with $300, making a net $1,800.17

This sad letter went on to state that the Executive Committee

was very much aware of their obligation to repay that month

to the A.U.A. principal and interest on a mortgage on the

parsonage but that they were obliged by need "to beg for

leniency until they can devise some way of raising some money

for that and other accumulated debts. They also regret very

much the necessity of having to ask aid of the A.U.A. both

because of the many demands on the A.U.A. and because of

18local pride of independence."

When Mr. Taylor left early in September, 1932, the

determined band of Unitarians in Florence made yet another

17 .
See file of Free Congregational Society of Florence,

Mass., in American Unitarian Association files, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston.

18T^'^Ibid.
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attempt to breast the waves of the Great Depression when they

invited the Rev. J. Milton Wahl, from Illinois, to become

minister. Mr. Wahl, who had come from an orthodox Methodist

Episcopal parsonage in the Southern Conference, was a recent

graduate of Meadville Theological School, University of

Chicago, but he had served for several years as a student

pastor at small Illinois Methodist churches around Chicago

while earning money to put himself through the seminary. He

had served, as an eighteen-year-old recruit, with the 35th

Division, 138th Infantry, Headquarters Co., in World War I,

and had seen much of the world for a man only in his thirty-

third year when he came to Florence. He was single.

To some young people at that time he appeared eccen-

tric, different from other men, but to others in the greater

Northampton community he was a refreshing difference from the

cloistered parsons usually representing other churches, for

he had a great zest for the outdoor life. He joined and was

almost never absent his first year at Florence from the

Walking Club, a score of vigorous men with the time and

curiosity to observe nature*s wonders from glacial mountain

tops and along frozen valley streams in winter and in deep

forest glades and laKeshores in spring and fall. At least

once a month except in deep summer these hardy men climbed

hills, observed rock formations to read the earth1 s history-

there, drank in the spectacular scenery of the Berkshires,

listened around campfires to great poetry in celebration of

Nature's marvels, and ate specially-prepared feasts cooked at
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19members" hunting or fishing camps deep in the wilderness.

Mr. Wahl appealed to the youth of all faiths in

Florence, and during his nearly three years there the member-

ship of the Young People*s Religious Union grew to nearly

20fifty from only ten before his arrival. As one glances at

his sermon titles and then goes into their content, one sees

why he seemed to attract young men and women to the church.

He had a series of sermons planned well ahead, had their

titles and dates attractively printed on cards and distrib-

uted copies among Unitarians and others who would show them

to people who might be interested.

For example, in December, 1932, and January, 1933, a

time of great domestic insecurity in America, a time when

thousands of banks were closing and supposedly impregnable

big businesses were failing or laying off thousands of

workers each month, Mr. Wahl preached on the following sus-

taining themes: "Life's Refreshments," "Life's Scarecrows,"

"Life's Dreams," "Life's Gifts," "Life's Arithmetic," "Life's

Social Responsibility," "Life's Game," and "Life's

Judgements." That late winter and early spring of 1933 he

spoke on inspiring themes* "Ancient and Modern Patriots"

(this just after a most exhilarating talk on the essential

belief in Unitarianism exhibited by Abraham Lincoln's letters

and speeches), "Ancient and Modern God Concepts," "Ancient

19See Daily Hampshire Gazette for Jan, 21, Jan. 28,
Feb. 4, Mar. 18, 1933.

20Corbin, op. cit.> p. 15.
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and Modern Common Men," "Ancient and Modern Servants," "The

Art of Appreciation," "The Art of Adjustment," "Service at

Its Best," "Life's Little While,'1 "Apparent Defeats,"

At that time the Florence church was blessed with an

unusually skilfull organist, Miss Mary E. Cobb, who arranged

many mornings and evenings of well-played classical instru-

mental and beautifully-sung vocal solo and group

21
renditions. Those invited to the Young People*s Religious

Union to speak usually were hand-picked and of known ability

to arouse the interest of the youth of the town in the topics

discussed. For example, Winthrop Southworth, of Boston,

Field Secretary of the Young Peoplefs Religious Union, a

popular speaker among the youth of the Unitarian denomina-

tion, spoKe after a supper on the evening of Saturday,

22
January 21, 1933. Another able speaker who appealed to

those with an interest in international relations was the

Rev, Georges S. Cooke, minister of the Northampton Unitarian

Church, who spoke on "A Trip from Egypt to Palestine," a

subject he knew well, having been born in Egypt and lived and

studied in Syria and Lebanon for many years prior to coming

to the United States of America after World War I. He told

about Jerusalem particularly—its history, development,

places of interest, and the picturesque ceremonials performed

21Daily Hampshire Gazette, Dec. 16, 1934.
22
Daily Hampshire Gazette, Jan. 21, 1933.
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there at the different holy seasons. Mr. Cooke also told in

great detail of the remarkable hospitality shown to all by

his fellow-Arabs (he was a Unitarian by conversion) but Known

23
by only a few in the western world. Occasionally an

evening dance was enjoyed in the church social room, and

these were quite well attended,

Mr. Wahl was married in June, 1933, but this relation-

ship ended after two years in the fall of 1935, when Mr. Wahl

resigned his post as minister and went to the West. He died

in the military service in 1942 during World War II. The

public records indicate only a harmonious three-year pastor-

ate, and the surviving parishioners agree. Mr. Wahl left be-

cause of his own personal problems, apparently. Financially,

however, conditions continued to be tenuous at best for the

24little band of Unitarians,

Surprisingly, although all they could offer a minister

because of reduced membership and the generally lower

financial balances of those still attending, was $1,000 per

year, plus parsonage, several well-qualified candidates

applied, and one, from a small Maine parish, was very eager

23Ibid., February 19, 1933.
24
Letter from Wilfred Learned, chairman of the Commit-

tee to Find a New Minister, to Dr. Walter R, Hunt, Secretary,
The American Unitarian Association, Boston, said, on Oct. 3,
1935: ". , .we must have a man happily (underscored)
married . , , On account of our small membership we feel we
cannot offer more than a salary of $1,000 per year and
parsonage to begin on." Found in file of Free Congregational
Society of Florence, Mass., in Archives, American Unitarian
Association, Boston, Mass.
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to be accepted, though he was not. The man who was chosen,

the Rev. Edward H. Cotton, formerly of the Marblehead

Unitarian Church, was a wise and happy choice for the people.

25Mr. Cotton, then (1936), a well educated, experienced

pastor with children in high school and college to support,

was just the right sort of patient, big-hearted, sensible,

philosophical leader to guide them down the darK halls of a

depression-ridden, war-threatened future.

Mr. Cotton worked day and night among his admiring

eagerly following parishioners. He and his self-sacrificing

wife, Ruth Cotton, entertained frequently in their modest

parsonage, and, for several years, it was their generous

custom to have the church organist for Sunday dinner after

the morning service. Mrs, Cotton worked with the Women's

Alliance and, even after her husband's untimely death at the

age of sixty, stayed on and worked in Florence to finish

educating their three exemplary children. She was a staunch

supporter of the merger of the Florence and Northampton

churches and helped whenever her job allowed her.

Mr. Cotton's truly inspiring leadership, his interest-

ing, well-informed sermons on themes like "Serving Together,"

"Spiritual Powers," "A Philosophy of Success," "A Christian

Definition of Prosperity," and "What and Where Is God?" kept

25Mr. Cotton was a graduate of Phillips Academy
(Exeter), Colby College, and Union Theological Seminary, He
had met, interviewed, and written several biographies of
great men, including Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft,
and Charles W. Eliot. He had been Assistant Editor of the
Christian Register.
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the beleaguered group together.

Yet, despite his powerful, thought-provoking sermons,
O£-

and his sacrificial efforts to aid the church financially,

the overhead of the Society as a whole was impossible for the

members to meet with the resources they had. One letter from

Mr. Joy of the A,U,A. described a visit he had made to the

installation of Mr. Cotton the week before on January 31,

1936. Mr. Cotton was described as "a somewhat disappointed

man" who had gone through "a hard experience" at Marblehead,

where he had left a larger, flourishing church, to take over

a much smaller, marginally-existing one in Florence. Mr,

Cotton, observed Mr. Joy, was fifty-five, but he looked a

decade older than that. Little wonder that the pastor looked

prematurely old, when he was forced to live on $1,000 per

year, plus free rent. On less than $20 a week, then, he had

to heat the house, pay for electricity and telephone and for

city water. Then he had to feed and clothe five people, be-

sides paying tuition for one child then about to enter

college, and try to save something for two younger ones to

follow: No wonder he looked old! To give him some measure

of relief in 1937, the A.U.A., in sympathy with Mr, Cotton^

plight, sent $100 to him, putting no restrictions on how the

O £,
Mr. Cotton himself furnished most of the labor when

the exterior of the church structure was painted in 1938.
Later, he and his son Edward, Jr», papered and painted the
parsonage interior. (Personal interview with Mrs. Cotton.)
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sum was to be spent, though two of the children needed

27tonsillectomles.

Though more people came to Sunday services than in some

years, the total sum received annually from loose collections

indicated there were still not enough members pledging suffi-

ciently substantial amounts to pay the minister, pay the

mortgage on his house, meet the maintenance costs of the

church itself, pay the organist and soloists, buy occasional

floral pieces for receptions and dinners, buy office

materials to put out the weekly bulletin, and give the Sunday

School a picnic in June. Despite his continuing earnest

efforts to attract more giving families; despite the help of

the Women's Alliance, which gave public suppers and conducted

rummage sales to earn a few more dollars to help meet the

constant need for funds, Mr. Cotton was obliged to seek

further Sustentation Fund aid in 1938 and 1939.28 Evidently

this was granted, though never in amounts greater than ''•ZOO

or $300, since too many other small congregations were in

equally desperate shape.

There were many hard workers in the church to help Mr.

Cotton. There was always the indefatigable Wilfred H,

Learned, who had served on nearly every committee in the

Society since 1909, when he was first mentioned as a teller

2 7 . . .
Memorandum of Mr. Joy to "The Administrative

Council," Feb. 9, 1936. A.U.A. Archives under Free Congrega-
tional Society of Florence.

28
See A.U.A. file on the Free Congregational Society of

Florence,
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in one of the annual meetings. He and his cordial wife, Eva,

knew everyone, and were well liked by all; and he was fre-

quently President of the Executive Board from the 1930*s on-

29ward. Mr. and Mrs. George Rudy also served the church

devotedly. Mrs. Walter F, Corbin was a strong leader of the

women in the church in the 1930's, and her help in the Sunday

School and as publicity head was a valuable aid. Had it not

been for her well written brief history, 75 Years of the

Congregational Society of Florence, the task of future

scribes would have been much more difficult. But to include

other names deserving of mention would be to consume pages;

so we must add them in a footnote.

Mr. Cotton's sudden death in March, 1942, was a body

blow, not only to Ruth Cotton and her three fine children,

who were left without their chief breadwinner, but to the

struggling little society he had labored so valiantly to

29
Mr. Learned was President of the Executive Board

until 1972; even after the merger with the Second Congrega-
tional Society in 1944 yearly meetings had to be held to meet
the legal requirements, or the funds of the Free Congrega-
tional Society might not have been usable by the combined
churches. He still lives in Florence and is "Mr, Unitarian"
for all who know the church as does the author,

30The entire Friedrich family, the Barneses, the
Samsons, Miss Mary E. Cobb, Miss Emilie M, Plimpton, Mrs.
G. Atwood Weeks, Jr., the younger Cottons, Judge and Mrs.
Rufus Cook, the Keyes family, the Bardwells, Miss Miriam
Bottum, the Bovens, the younger Learneds, and the Tomlins all
did much to promote the Society. Doubtless others might be
cited.
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31perpetuate. Leaderless and in the midst of another world

war, they faced extinction. They never were to know again,

as a separate entity, the firm guidance, the experienced

hand, and the kindly wisdom of a man like Edward H. Cotton.

His untimely death left a sorrowing family on North Main

Street, but it also left a gap which was never completely

filled in Florence.

After a period of being served by supply speakers, the

Society in 1943 called as its last minister the Rev, Eugene A.

Luening, a young, attractive married man with a small family.

Mr. Luening served both the Florence and Amherst churches for

32a txme, though he was promised no salary by the latter.

Eugene Luening was a very well-trained, hard-working young

man, and he did what he could to save the foundering Free

Congregational Society, The onset of World War II literally

wrecked marginally-sound churches like Florence, and it and

the depression nearly ruined the Second Congregational

(Unitarian) Society of Northampton, also.

The Second Congregational Society of Northampton, which

had been closed winters since January, 1943, owing largely to

lack of coal, had been forced to release its minister, The

Rev. Georges Cooke at the end of 1943. Now, in the special

meeting of May 17, 1944 that church decided, under the

The Florence Young People's Religious Union met Sun-
day evenings at the parsonage. This lively group was also
active at Rove Camp during the summers of Mr. Cotton's tenure,

32From a letter in the file of the Free Congregational
Society of Florence, A,U.A, Archives.
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guiding hand of the Rev. Frank E. Smith, then Regional Direc-

tor of the A.U.A. in New England, to continue as an active

society, to revise the by-laws, and to carry on till
33June llth as a separate society. On June 27, 1944, with

only fifteen members of the Northampton church present but

with an additional six proxies in hand, it was voted that the

Second Congregational Society of Northampton should "join

with the Free Congregational Society of Florence in worship

and religious work, services to be held in this church, and a

committee consisting of the officers, trustees, and standing

committee meet with a like committee from the Free Congrega-

34tional Society to work out the details of organization."

A final special meeting of September 24, 1944 in the parlors

of the Northampton church instructed the Treasurer of that

group to "turn over all funds on hand and until further

notice from the Society to turn over all future funds" to the

Treasurer of the Unitarian Church of Northampton and

35 .Florence, Mass. Meanwhile, the Free Congregational Society

had followed the same routine. Apparently, though no copy of

the minutes of this meeting exists, an organization meeting

was held between representatives of the two churches on

33Minute Book No. 2, Second Conaregational Society,
Northampton, Mass., p. 13.

34
Ibid., p. 14.

35Ibid,, p. 15, The name The Unitarian Church of
Northampton and Florence was the original title adopted at
the time of the 1944 merger. Since then, that title has been
legally changed, in 1972, to The Unitarian Society of
Northampton and Florence,
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August 18 and Eugene A. Luening was called as the first
QC

minister of the combined churches.

Both the Free Congregational Society of Florence and

the Free Congregational Society (which owned property in the

form of a house on Beacon Street used as the parsonage of the

combined churches) continued to meet as legal entities

through the time this History was written (Summer, 1974).

These two Florence Societies agreed to turn over the yields

of various endowment funds to the combined Unitarian Church

of Northampton and Florence. In addition, the Second Congre-

gational Society of Northampton, which continued to own the

church building at 220 Main Street, Northampton, plus trust

funds worth anywhere from about $50,000 in 1947 to $135,000

at the peaK of the bull stock market in 1967, continued to

hold annual meetings until 1972, when the Second Congrega-

tional Society legally became the Unitarian Society of

Northampton.

Eugene Luening was able to start this "new" church on

its way as the Unitarian Church of Northampton and Florence;

after a successful six years as minister, he and his able

wife and two children left for a Canadian pulpit with the

best wishes and congratulations of the combined churches

accompanying them.

In summary, from 1909 to 1944 the course of the Free

See letter of Eugene A. Luening to Miss Florence
Baer, Assistant to the Director, Division of Churches, A.U.A.,
Boston, in A.U.A. Archives in file of the Free Congregational
Society of Florence, Mass.
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Congregational Society of Florence was never upwards. Though

the cost of living slowly rose from 1888 to 1928, we find the

minister in 1928 receiving the identical salary his predeces-

sor did in 1888, forty years before. Why was this? A

combination of forces bore down on this small Unitarian

group, and it was unable to expand. First, the endowed funds

were worth less each year, even though the number of dollars

received remained the same, owing to slow inflation eating

away purchasing power. Second, there was slow attrition of

the membership and of potential new members to other churches,

many of which were now more liberal in their preaching and in

their toleration of liberal beliefs in their own ranks.

Third, the fire in the twentieth century Unitarians seemed to

have ceased to burn as fervently as it did when a Charles

Burleigh called for an end to slavery or when a Frederick

HincKley argued passionately for women's suffrage. Nor was

there a philanthropic idealist like Samuel L. Hill or

Alfred T. Lilly around to erase the deficit with a cash gift

at year's end, as there was from 1863 to 1890.

On the contrary, though the great old families still

came until they died out or moved away, the Free Congrega-

tional Society of Florence was fighting a losing battle after

it stopped adding a number of new regularly contributing mem-

bers each year, unless it received large new bequests every

decade. This it failed to do; and soon (1920) costly-to-

maintain Cosmian Hall had to be sold and a smaller building

found in which to meet. No new young family man could long
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afford to remain as minister at Florence; so there was a

general lacK of continuity of leadership after Alfred Free

left in 1909.

To say that there was no real expansion after Mr. Free

is not to say, however, that the Free Congregational Society

should have resigned itself to a quicK demise. Not at all!

See how the whole town responded to the ultra-liberal preach-

ings of Ira Kellogg and his Workingmen's Club or to the

remarkably mature admonitions of ill-starred J, Milton Wahl,

who in 1935 told the entire Northampton community that

Marxian Communism was as bad as ultra-conservatism and that

37neither could be tolerated in this country any longer. To

have given up in the 1920*s would have been to lose the

friendship of able ministers and their wives such as Harry

Hooper, William E. Billingham, and John A. Taylor, To have

disbanded after J. Milton Wahl resigned suddenly would have

been to have lost the opportunity to know that highly-

respected gentleman and scholar, Edward H. Cotton, Sr. And

not until 1944 was the Northampton group ready to merge; so

the Florence Society carried on amidst disappointment and

difficulty. No; they did the right and intelligent thing

when they worked during those last thirty-five difficult

years to keep their ideals, doctrines, and traditions

37
The essence of his brilliant lecture "Class War, A

Moral and Spiritual Problem," given in March, 1935, before
the Central Labor Union in Northampton, Mass, See Daily
Hampshire Gazette for full text, issue of March 19, 1935.
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together, and the resulting Unitarian Church of Northampton

and Florence was fortunate, indeed, to have had as its basis

such a long and proud liberal tradition.
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Appendix One

Chronological List of Ministers of the Second
Congregational Society in Northampton,

1825-1943

Edward B. Hall

Oliver Stearns

John S, Dwight

Rufus Ellis

William Silsbee

William L. JenKins

William H. Fish, Jr.

Charles B. Ferry

Charles E. St. John

Richard A. Griffin

George C. Cressey

Frederick H. Kent

Henry G. Smith

Edmund B, Young

Georges S. Cooke

1826-

1831-

1840-

1843-

1856-

1865-

1871-

1874-

1883-

1892-

1896-

1902-

1909-

1925-

1931-

•1829

•1839

•1841

•1853

• 1864

• 1870

-1874

• 1882

-1891

-1895

-1901

-1909

-1923

-1930

-1943
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Appendix Two

Chronological List of Speakers and Ministers of
the Free Congregational Society of

Florence, 1863-1944

Charles C. Burleigh

Miss Elizabeth M. Powell, Associate

Rowland Connor, Associate

Rowland Connor, Speaker

David H. Clark

William H. Spencer and Anna Garland Spencer

Mrs. Elizabeth Powell Bond

Frederick A. Hinckley
Alfred Free

Ira P. Kellogg

R. Edward Griffith
J. Harry Hooper

William E. Billingham

John H. Taylor
J. Milton Wahl

Edward H. Cotton

Eugene A. Luening

1863-

1871-

1872

1873-

1875-

1881-

1884-

1888-

1897-

1909-

1913-

1922-

1926-

1928-

1932-

1935-

1943-

1873

• 1872

• 1874

• 1878

• 1884

1886

•1896

•1908

-1912

• 1922

•1926

• 1928

• 1932

•1935

• 1942

-1944

Chronological List of Ministers of the Unitarian
Church of Northampton and Florence,

1944-1975

Eugene A. Luening

Nathaniel P. Lauriat

Herbert Kitchen

David W. Brown
John A. Farmakis

1944-1950

1951-1956

1956-1965

1966-1968

1970 to present
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Tke, osiig^nat biUtcLing ojj the, Secowd CongJi&gatLonat Society oft
[date, oft pkotogsiapk unknown} .

Pkotogsiapk the, -in 1&75.
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Photograph o$ T. M. Ske.pkeAd'4 pew a&&£gnme.nt
the. Second Congregatena£ Sodlzty o£ Northampton In th&

biUZcUng at 220 Mcwn S^tcat,



The Hatt, kom& o£ tke.
faow H73-1921 (photo by Watt&t Cottbln, 1 9 2 0 } .

Ike. biutcUnQ c.on&&iu£te.d fon tkz, F-tee Congizgcutionat
o j j F^o^ence and uA&d by that Aocsi&ty faom 1921-1944.



Co&w&n HaJLt OA pko£oQSiapk£.d by Watt&L

1AT ONWL s0

OX~
•once, Mass.

Orgaui'/ecl May 3, 18(>;J
1li each other and in all tin1 ritjht of intcllcrttt

conscience to bo ft-ec, and holding it tn Ite the duty of evert/ ondj
kct>p hi* ininil tttid hetirtf at till titncri open to receive the truth an
follow its y u i f l i t - n c f f f i v e y i - t up no theological condition of
bars/tip and neither dcjnunti nor t.vpect uniformity nfilm n-inal bet
ti&i-ny only imtty of purpose to seek tttitl ttccepl fhe right and t r i u , and
hone at aim «nrf effarl-to mtthe these tJie t - t i l e of life. -Jlnd *-ceotfiti:iiiy
brotherhood of the 'fynnuin race and the equality nf httnntn rii/hf.s
rncike no distinction as to the conditions and right* o/*mo»tbcr#J
•in thisSocietTLi. on- ctccount nf sc.v. or oftlnt*. 01- j t aHona l i f H.

on.gayiL2A.ng &ta£ejnent o& tint F^-ee CongfLzgcutionat
utaSLty fitpzatud, i& YIQU) di&ptayed. on the.
waJUL o(j the,
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